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The characterization of natural genetic diversity and the exploration of its
relationship with variation in phenotypic traits is of great interest for evolu-
tionary, conservation, and improvement purposes; in addition, understanding
the relationships between genotype, phenotype, and the environment can pro-
vide insight on the molecular pathways controlling quantitative traits, as well
as their fitness implications. The following work entails the characterization of
a comprehensive panel of maize landraces from Latin America and is divided
in 5 sections.
The chapter ”Identifying the diamond in the rough: a study of allelic di-
versity underlying flowering time adaptation in maize landraces” describes the
general experimental design used to characterize the landrace panel. In this
chapter the relationship between large scale altitude and latitude adaptation is
also explored, and the trait flowering time is used as a case study to explore
the genetic architecture of a complex trait through field experiments. The chap-
ter ”Genome-environment association allows identifying useful adaptive alleles
from maize landraces” explores further the relationship between the genotypic
variation in landraces and their adaptation to local abiotic environmental con-
ditions. Because landraces have evolved for thousands of years in those envi-
ronments, we observe significant association at candidate genes and observed
that adaptive alleles are common and shared across populations, which has im-
portant consequences for future breeding efforts. The chapter ”Genome wide
association for plant height variation in maize landraces” represents the analy-
sis of the genetic basis of plant height variation in landraces. Plant height, like
yield, is a very complex trait with a significant heritable component. The associ-
ation at key hormonal regulators, as well as flowering time associated regions,
shows the potential to unveil genes underlying this trait, however the results of
phenotypic prediction suggest that higher marker density is necessary to study
traits on this order of complexity in a panel of very diverse landraces. The chap-
ter ”Exploring the potential for finding sources of resistance to Fusarium ear
rot among maize landraces” represents the analyses of phenotypic evaluation
of inoculated ear rot trials. Lastly, the final chapter ”Integration of controlled
populations and association mapping to score cytological features in the maize
genome” describes the joint analyses of a mapping population segregating for
the abnormal chromosome 10 and the landraces accessions. By combining the
results of both populations, putative calls are made in the landraces regarding
their chromosome 10 allele.
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Landraces, also know as farmers varieties, are domesticated populations of
animal and plant species. Generally, landraces harbor within each species a sig-
nificant fraction of the diversity of the domesticate. Characterizing the standing
genetic variation present in landraces is critical for breeding efforts, as they pro-
vide the raw material to increase crop productivity and resilience, as well as
to enhance crops’ nutritional and end use value. Domestic species also offer a
practical model to study the evolution of quantitative trait variation. Although
collections of germplasm of landraces exist, the characterization of such diver-
sity remains limited by its high cost, intense labor, and the difficulty to use the
gained knowledge in breeding programs. This thesis focuses on the results of
a comprehensive characterization of individuals from 4,500 landrace accessions
representing the diversity of maize (Zea mays subsp. mays) in Latin America.
Among plant species, maize is prominent as both a globally important crop,
as well as a major research model organism. As a crop, maize was domesti-
cated around 10,000 years before present in the Balsas River in the lowlands of
Mexico1. In the following millennia, maize was adopted by numerous cultures
first in the Americas, and eventually the world2. Similar to the cultural and ge-
netic heritage of maize landraces, the study of maize diversity and genetics has
a very rich scientific legacy. Starting in 1876, Charles Darwinmade observations
of the effect of inbreeding depression for plant height in self and open pollinated
maize varieties. Afterwards, in 1908, George Shull at Cold Spring Harbor made
similar observations regarding inbreeding depression and the increased yield
of hybrids 17, initiating the revolution of hybrid maize production in the United
2
States.
An important milestone for the study and collection of maize diversity in
Latin America was the Mexican Agricultural Program, funded by the Rock-
efeller Foundation in 1943 and thoroughly documented by William Cobb in
195615. As documented by Cobb, the Mexican Agricultural Program was in
turn the product of decades of work from the Rockefeller Foundation in the
United States and in Mexico. The pioneering projects in agriculture lead by the
Rockefeller foundation trace back to 1906, when the first grant by a Rockefeller
board was given to Seaman Knapp, who worked at the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The main goal of this grant was to improve agriculture
in the United States by teaching farmers better management methods, and was
motivated as a response to a highly destructive cotton pest. Since that initial
grant, further efforts by the same Foundation aimed at raising the livelihoods of
people through better health, and starting in 1919 those efforts included work
in Mexico. In the following decades, hundreds of personnel in Mexico received
public health training through the Rockefeller Foundation. Although the Rock-
efeller wealth was derived from profits from the petroleum industry, in Mexico
the Rockefeller name was more strongly associated with the work of its Foun-
dation.
In 1940, a new president was elected in Mexico, Manuel Camacho, repre-
senting a 20 year consolidation effort following the Mexican Revolution. Im-
portantly, at the time the relationship between Mexico and the Unites States
was tense over the recent nationalization in Mexico in 1938 of all petroleum re-
serves, facilities, and foreign oil companies. For the inauguration of Mexican
president Camacho, the United States was represented by Vice President Henry
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A. Wallace. During his visit to Mexico, Wallace represented modern scientific
agriculture through the popularization of hybrid maize in the United States.
The interest generated by the potential to improve maize agriculture in Mexico
was evident during Wallace’s stay at the US Embassy, where Mexican farmers
would bring their maize ears for his advice. A year later, in 1941, Wallace met
with Raymond Fosdick, President of the Rockefeller Foundation, and John A.
Ferrell, director of Foundation’s Public Health Activities. Wallace suggested
a joint health and agriculture effort in Mexico, with the use of modern agri-
cultural methods to increase yield of maize and beans. Fosdick appointed a
group to select a team of 3 agricultural scientists to form the Survey Commis-
sion, which would then make a reconnaissance trip to Mexico. Among those in
charge of choosing the Survey Commission was Albert Russell Mann, who at
the time was the vice-president of the Rockefeller Foundation’s General Educa-
tion Board, and who had previously been the Dean of the College of Agriculture
and provost at Cornell University. Mann recommended Dr. Richard Bradfield,
a soil scientist, for the Survey Commission. Also recommended for the Com-
mission was Dr. Paul C. Mangelsdorf, then a professor of economic botany at
Harvard University. Mangelsdorf at the time was interested in the origin of
maize, for which he had proposed a model known as the ”tripartite hypoth-
esis” where the direct ancestor of maize was extinct, and teosinte represented
a hybrid between such ancestor and the sister genus Tripsacum. Although the
model has been proven incorrect, his interest in collection of landraces for basic
research was vital for the project. Finally Elvin C. Stakman was selected to join
as a plant pathologist, who among other very important contributions had done
significant work on the characterization of wheat black stem rust.
On July 1st, 1941 Bradfield, Mangelsdorf, and Richard E. Shultes, a recent
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graduate from Harvard who had done extensive work in Mexico and was flu-
ent in Spanish, left Ithaca, New York to Mexico in a standard green GMC sub-
urban caryall. Stakman joined them in Mexico City on July 20th, and the party
explored in total 5,000 miles of Mexico, sometimes reaching remote areas on
horse or muleback. Their report to the Rockefeller Foundation was met with
enthusiasm, in which the scientists made emphasis on the need for research of
agricultural systems in Mexico. In 1943, the Mexican Agricultural Program was
created, with J. George Harrar being appointed as the Local Director. Harrar in
turn selected Edwin Wellhausen, a doctor in genetics and plant breeding from
Iowa State University, to head the Mexican Agriculture Program’s maize breed-
ing program.
In the 1940s and 1950s, Wellhausen lead a major effort for collecting maize
landraces across Mexico and Latin America, which became a significant portion
of the Germplasm Bank of what is now the International Center for Maize and
Wheat Improvement (CIMMYT). Around the same time, in 1950, Barbara Mc-
Clintock published her results describing transposable elements11, which lead to
her receiving the Nobel prize in 1983. McClintock, who was part of a scientific
lineage started at Cornell University by Rollins A. Emerson10, also pioneered
the use of cytological features for the inference of phylogenetic relationships
among maize races and related species, and some of her subsequent analyses
included the landraces collected by Wellhausen12. More recently, starting in the
late 1980s, the landraces collected by Wellhausen and analyzed by McClintock,
plus recent additional collections, were analyzed as part of the Latin American
Maize Project (LAMP)16. The aim of LAMP was to characterize the agronomic
potential harbored by this germplasm collection. This project had an important
effect in the form of introgressions for disease resistance by the private sector,
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lead to the establishment of the Germplasm Enhancement of Maize project in
the United States, and culminated at CIMMYT with the creation of a breeder’s
core collection, containing the best performing landraces. The breeder’s core
collection, plus some additional landraces, are the samples analyzed in this the-
sis as part of the Seeds of Discovery(SeeD) project.
This thesis studies the evolution and adaptation of landraces through
genome wide association studies. To achieve this, I first describe a novel ex-
perimental design useful for cost-effective evaluation and genotypic characteri-
zation of numerous populations. This approach is used to study flowering time
and plant height. Maize wide geographic adaptation comes partially through
changes in flowering time2 6, and along with plant height, they entail important
agronomic traits and have been studied recently in populations of inbred lines
6;9. In addition, we utilize the environmental conditions from the sampling lo-
cations to study the genetic basis of local adaptation to those climatic and soil
characteristics, a strategy that has been applied recently for other species7;8. Fi-
nally, one of the cytological markers described by Rhoades 13 and analyzed by
McClintock and colleagues in maize landraces is known as abnormal 10 (Ab10).
This variant of chromosome 10 displays preferential segregation duringmeiosis,
and had a significant effect on the modern composition of the maize genome14.
Diagnosing this feature requires observation of the chromosomes under the mi-
croscope, and here I describe a method by which the use of genetic information
from populations with known Ab10 status can be used to infer the allele for
individuals with only genotypic information. Although the availability of long-
read genomic sequence will make the scoring of chromosomal variants easier,
the method shows the potential for integrating information from different pop-
ulations to infer cytological characteristics.
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IDENTIFYING THE DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH: A STUDY OF ALLELIC
DIVERSITY UNDERLYING FLOWERING TIME ADAPTATION INMAIZE
LANDRACES
2.1 Abstract
Landraces (traditional varieties) of crop species are a reservoir of useful genetic
diversity, yet often remain untapped due to the genetic linkage between the
few useful alleles with hundreds of undesirable alleles1. We integrated two ap-
proaches to characterize the genetic diversity of over 3000 maize landraces from
across the Americas. First, we mapped the genomic regions controlling latitudi-
nal and altitudinal adaptation, identifying 1,498 genes. Second, we developed
and used F-One Association Mapping (FOAM) to directly map genes control-
ling flowering time across 22 environments, identifying 1,005 genes. In total
65% of the SNPs associated with altitude were also associated with flowering
time. In particular, we observed many of the significant SNPs were contained
in large structural variants (inversions, centromeres, and pericentromeric re-
gions): 29.4% for flowering time, 58.4% for altitude and 13.1% for latitude. The
combined mapping results indicate that while floral regulatory network genes
contribute substantially to field variation, over 90% of contributing genes likely
have indirect effects. Our strategy can be used to harness the diversity of maize
and other plant and animal species.
0For this chapter, my contribution encompassed analyses using the genotypic data, as well
as the genome wide association models and subsequent gene level analyses
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2.2 Results
Maize (Zea mays subsp. mays) is a model organism with a legacy of a hundred
years of cytological, genetic, and biomolecular characterization2. Maize dis-
plays high levels of genetic diversity with low linkage disequilibrium (LD)3;4,
low population differentiation5, prevalent migration6 and occasional introgres-
sion from wild relatives7 9. More recently, experimental populations, like the
Nested Association Mapping (NAM) populations10;11, and large association
panels4;12 have allowed mapping and deployment of useful alleles for several
quantitative traits13 16. However, most of the founder lines from these pan-
els correspond to highly inbred improved lines, many from temperate regions,
capturing only a modest fraction of the total diversity present in the species. In
contrast, maize landraces span numerous ecogeographic areas and harbor most
of the diversity of the species. Nevertheless, maize landraces, like many other
crops’ traditional varieties, remain largely uncharacterized by genomics.
This study maps genes controlling flowering time with two distinct meth-
ods: (1) Each of these landraces come from environments to which they are well
adapted. We used this adaptation as the trait to identify genes driving large
scale adaptation. (2) We mapped flowering time variation in controlled field
experiments through a novel, rapid, experimental design called F-One Associa-
tion Mapping (FOAM) (Figure 2.1). Briefly, FOAM consists of sampling single
individuals across numerous populations, which are genotyped and crossed to
one or a small number of common parents to derive F1 families. Subsequently
GWAS is performed from multi-trial F1 progeny evaluation. Major advantages
for this design are (a) capturing thousands of alleles across populations, (b)
maintaining the tractability of two alleles per loci per individual, and (c) am-
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ple replication of alleles increasing the power and accuracy for genetic effect
estimation. The main limitation of FOAM is that the nested evaluation of dif-
ferent subsets of F1 progeny by ecological zone limit the ability to accurately
estimate genotype by environment interaction effects.
Our maize landrace FOAM population used individuals from 4,471 acces-
sions from 35 countries in the Americas (Figure 2.2) grouped into three adapta-
tion classes to account for altitude adaptation (low, middle and high elevation).
Similarly, the common parents and evaluation sites were nested within adapta-
tion class (Methods, (Figure 2.6)17;18. Landrace parents were genotyped for close
to one million SNPs using Genotyping by Sequencing19, and missing data was
imputed using BEAGLE420. Of the 4,471 accessions, 3,552 yielded F1 families
containing both genotypic profiles and sufficient progeny, 3,633 contained de-
tailed passport information which was used for mapping large scale adaptation,
and 2,603 were present in both mapping studies.
We first explored the effects of recombination frequency and geography-
driven limited dispersal on the distribution of genetic diversity in the landrace
parents. Using Multidimensional Scaling (MDS, Methods), we observed the
first axis and second axis explained only 6.1% and 1.7% of of the variance re-
spectively, consistent with the low FST in maize landraces5. The first axis sep-
arates among Mexican landraces, consistent with Mexican landraces having a
deeper coalescent and greater representation in the panel. The second axis was
associated to a latitudinal North to South gradient across Latin America repre-
senting isolation by distance (Figure 2.7). In addition, a Mantel test21 revealed
a significant correlation between geographic and genetic distances (Pearson’s
r= 0.46, p-value<0.001), with most of the association driven by altitude. De-
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spite this, phylogenetic analysis (Methods, (Figure 2.8)) revealed that adapta-
tion class does not drive clade membership, which indicates that alleles seg-
regate across adaptation classes, with highland adaption being polyphyletic,
consistent with recent reports22. To study recombination, we estimated an ap-
proximate LD statistic (Methods) which shows a distribution consistent with
previous recombination estimates23;24, with higher recombination in gene-rich
regions, and lower around centromeres. Each chromosome displayed a unique
recombination landscape, with the presence of half a dozen high LD regions
(Figure 2.9), which together encompassed 6.1% of the base pairs of genome, ac-
counting for 2.8% of the annotated coding genes. Together, these results suggest
that although at large scale geography and adaptation contribute to the distribu-
tion of diversity, even with the large effective population size of landraces at the
genomic scale a complex recombination landscape limits the free segregation of
alleles through increased LD.
Flowering time generally plays a crucial role in local adaptation of plants,
and in maize flowering time is a complex trait controlled by hundreds of small
effect loci, many with rich allelic series 4;14;25 30. We used altitude and latitude
from sampling location as traits for mapping local adaptation, and the signifi-
cance thresholds were chosen to maximize overlap rate between flowering, al-
titude, and latitude genes (Methods, (Figure 2.10). For altitude, we observed
58.4% of the significant SNPs corresponded to regions with higher LD. In par-
ticular, INV4m, the 13Mb adaptive introgression from highland teosinte into
maize8;31, was highly significant. We also observed significance for the cen-
tromeres of chromosomes 2,5,6,8 and a large region upstream of the centromere
on chromosome 3. Outside this low recombination regions, 366 genes showed
significant association with altitude. For latitude, we observed 13.1% of the
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significant markers were contained within low recombination regions, particu-
larly the centromere of chromosome 5. In total across all Latin America, 1,498
genes showed significant association with latitude, of which 395 of were shared
with altitude. The minor allele frequency distribution of the significant alleles
indicated that many are shared across clades and landraces, which was very
distinct from the neutral distribution (Figure 2.3). These 1,498 genes appear to
be the main contributor to large scale environmental adaptation to altitude and
latitude - the key drivers of flowering time.
To study the genetic basis of flowering time, we conducted field evaluation
on F1 progeny across 22 trials and 2 years in 13 locations across Mexico, with
each trial containing a different subset of the collection to maximize number of
accessions evaluated (Methods, (Figure 2.1). Phenotypic data was analyzed in-
dependently for each trial using a mixed linear model (Methods, equation 2.1),
yielding 18,797 accession parent-environment estimates for each male and fe-
male flowering time. We performed genome wide association for days to male
and female flowering using a mixed linear model (Methods). In total 72% of
the associated SNPs were significant for both male and female flowering, as
expected from the overlapping genetic control14. There was a significant con-
tribution of low recombination regions in flowering time variation, parallel to
that of latitude and longitude, with a 20-fold enrichment for significant SNPs at
high LD regions (Pearson’s chi-squared, p-value <2.2e-16). In particular, signifi-
cant variants included the centromeres of chromosomes 3, 5, and 6, INV4m, and
a 6Mb region on chromosome 3 beginning at 79Mb. The 6Mb region on chro-
mosome 3 has a segregation similar to INV4, and together with its increased
LD suggests it might be an inversion. In NAM this putative inversion and the
centromere comprise a single QTL for flowering time14. For the centromere of
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chromosome 5 there were 3 distinctive alleles segregating in the landraces, all
present in the NAM population (Figure 2.11). The inverted allele of INV4m,
although absent in temperate material, segregates at high frequency in high-
land landraces (Figure 2.12), where it has a very large additive effect advancing
flowering by three days, the largest effect for flowering time in maize to date.
Both homozygous alleles from the putative inversion on chromosome 3 segre-
gate across our maize landrace panel and the NAM population. Compared to
INV4m, this locus displays a more modest effect on flowering time. The het-
erotic effect of the centromere of chromosome 5 on yield32,potentially product
the complementation of deleterious mutations23, suggests that the significant
inversions and centromeres may similarly affect flowering time through het-
erotic effects leading to more vigorous plants, which in maize generally results
in earlier flowering.
Outside the structural variants, we observed 881 and 883 genes (around 2.2%
of genes) with significant association for days to female and days to male flow-
ering respectively (Figure 2.4). To further characterize the regions associated
with flowering time, we looked for gene ontology enrichment and gene expres-
sion using the maize transcription atlas33(Methods), and compared the signifi-
cant genes to a candidate gene list containing genes characterized in other pop-
ulations, known to interact in the maize flowering time regulatory network34
as well as the 25 members of the Zea mays2 CENTRORADIALIS (ZCN) gene
family35. Overall the associating genes tended to be expressed in anthers, and
enriched in general metabolic processes, with the genes known to be part of the
regulatory network beingmore expressed in immature cob and the tip of the leaf
at V5 stage and enriched for regulatory processes (Figure 2.13). We observed a
significant enrichment in flowering time candidate genes compared to the rest
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of the genome (Fisher’s Exact Test p-value = 4.3 x 10-7). In total 10 and 12 candi-
date genes representing the circadian clock, photoperiod, gibberellin acid, and
circadian clock pathways displayed significant associations with male and fe-
male flowering respectively. Out of these, nine were common for both types of
flowering. The most significant hits corresponded to Vgt136;37, one of the largest
known GE QTL, and Zcn835;38, the maize florigen and homolog to FT in Ara-
bidopsis (Figure 2.5). ZmCCT, the largest photoperiod QTL29, was only modestly
significant for latitude, and significant only for days to female flowering, prob-
ably a result of non-inducing sampling and trial locations. In particular for the
gene d8, a locus with cryptic association with flowering time34, we observed
significance for this gene around 50 and 100kb up and downstream the coding
region for latitude, altitude, and both male and female flowering, overlapping
with the region previously observed to display divergent selection associated
with climate adaptation39. In addition, the distribution of the flowering time as-
sociating genes displayed a significant geography effect, with 56 and 52 genes in
commonwith altitude and latitude respectively. In general, the minor alleles for
flowering time tended to be associated with high elevation, and northwest coor-
dinates, however the minor allele frequency distribution of the significant SNPs
was different to that of the alleles significant for altitude and latitude, having a
significant shift towards low frequency polymorphisms (Figure 2.3). Together,
these results support the model of infrequent variants in recurrent regulatory
genes underlying the genetic control of flowering time variation in maize, with
adaptive alleles segregating across populations, and their distribution match-
ing the fitness optimum according to geographic variation. In particular, the
high overlap between significant SNPs for altitude and flowering time suggests
that for tropical maize flowering time adaptation is very relevant for changes
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in elevation, which affects among others spectral composition and intensity of
incident light, as well as the incidence of heat and cold stress. In contrast, the
lower overlap between latitudinal and flowering time associating SNPs could
be due to the sampling from non-photoperiod-inducing latitudes, potentially
leading to latitudinal flowering time adaptation being relevant for other biotic
(disease pressure) and abiotic (soil pH, precipitation) stresses.
We assayed the potential for predicting flowering time in the landraces us-
ing either all of the high density genetic markers or just themarkers significantly
associated with the trait. We performed genome wide prediction using gBLUP
independently for each trial (Methods). The average 5-fold cross-validated pre-
diction accuracy was 0.45 across trials for both male and female flowering time,
and as high as 0.7 for some trials (Figure 2.14). Genomic prediction accuracy be-
tween the top genes fromGWASwas equivalent to that of 30,000 random evenly
distributed SNPs, highlighting their potential use for breeding of the significant
markers. Intriguingly prediction accuracy was not correlated with our other
heritability estimate (Pearson cor=0.22), which could be an effect of the differ-
ences in the genetic variances and sample sizes across all trials. Together the
good predictive ability of the significant regions for genomic selection shows
the potential to greatly speed the breeding of new adapted varieties with exotic
beneficial alleles.
Crop landraces are an incredible source of diversity that will be necessary to
adapt our crops to the next century of climate change. However, their tremen-
dous diversity and genetic load prevent them from being efficiently tapped
without a genomic index. This research lays out two complementary strate-
gies for tapping this diversity. The geographic associations have high statistical
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power for identifying the adaptive loci, which appear to be common and shared,
and are unlikely to be deleterious given their high frequency. This extensive
sharing is probably the result of outcrossing and extensive migration through-
out Latin America in last several millennia. The limitation of this approach is
that correlated traits and adaptations are being co-mapped. The novel FOAM
field trial associations, while substantially overlapping, are showing the impacts
of deleterious and private mutations and their complementation in these hybrid
trials. These deleterious alleles have been the bane of breeders wanting to tap
landrace diversity. The strategy for tapping this diversity should use the over-
lapping genes and alleles of the two separate approaches, as these have proven
to be adaptive and target the trait of interest. In addition, breeding efforts could
incorporate standard genomic selection coupled with genome editing. This pro-
vides an efficient strategy to tap landraces’ diversity and allow our crops to
adapt to faster changes than they have ever had in the past.
2.3 Methods
Mating design and phenotypic evaluation
The mating design for the maize landrace FOAM population consisted of cross-
ing each accession male to single cross hybrid females of matching adapta-
tion. Leaf tissue of the landrace individual was collected for genotyping. The
progeny evaluation trials were performed across 2 years in 13 locations across
Mexico using an augmented row-column design, which includes systematic
checks in field rows and columns40. There were between 288 and 1,928 acces-
sions per trial, with an average of 834 (Figure 2.1). Over half of the accessions
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were replicated in 5 or more trials, with a maximum value of 13 trials per ac-
cession and a minimum of 1. For each trial, each experimental row contained
between 10 and 25 progeny plants. The replication across trials together with
the use of systematic checks across experimental fields provides sufficient allelic
replication for accurate estimation of genetic effects. Flowering time was mea-
sured in each trial following the maize standard, i.e. the number of days from
planting until half of the individuals within a plot displayed silks for female
flowering or anthers in half of the central spike for male flowering.
Genotyping
Accessions used as male parents were genotyped using GBS19, with ApeKI
as the restriction enzyme to a replication level of 96 individuals per se-
quencing plate. Approximately 8x109 sequencing reads were generated using
an Illumina HiSeq for the landrace accessions and sequence reads were an-
alyzed jointly with another 40,000 maize lines as part of the GBS Build 2.7
using TASSEL41. For association analyses, missing data was imputed using
BEAGLE420, which has been shown to yield the best current accuracies in
maize heterozygous material (R2=0.68)42. After imputation, SNPs were fil-
tered for minor allele frequency greater than 1% resulting in approximately
500,000 biallelic markers across the genome. GBS non-imputed markers can




For the Mantel test21, we calculated the pairwise Euclidean distance matrix
based on the geographical data from the accessions (latitude, longitude, and
altitude, http://mgb.cimmyt.org/gringlobal/search.aspx). The genetic dis-
tance matrix was estimated from a genome wide random sample 30,000 non-
imputed markers using TASSEL. The distance matrix was used for estimating
the Neighbor-Joining tree using TASSEL. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) was
performed on the genetic distance matrix using the cmds function in R.
Recombination
Our LD statistic consisted in estimating the correlation between markers across
the genome at 100 site windows using all homozygote and heterozygote non-
imputed markers with the LD function on the software TASSEL. For comparing
the LD and recombination values, we estimated the correlation at 1Mb slid-
ing windows between (1) the log10 median LD estimate (2) the log median
crossover probabilities estimated using the American and Chinese Nested As-
sociation Mapping populations23, and (3) the log median population recombi-
nation rates (rho) estimated both for improved lines and landraces Hapmap2
project24. Our LD estimates displayed a negative correlation with gene density
(r=-0.57) and NAM crossover probability23 (r=-0.45). We observed a modest
negative correlation (r=-0.33) with a population genetic estimate of historical
recombination (rho) 23;24. High-LD regions were defined based on the change in
slope of global median LD (Figure 2.9) as those segments that had a median LD
greater than 0.01. In total, there were 256 high LD regions encompassing 7.8%
of the genome.
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Genome wide association with altitude and latitude
We performed Genome wide association using a generalized linear model with
altitude and latitude as response variables and markers filtered at 1% frequency
as explanatory variables. Altitude and latitude were recorded during field sam-
pling of the original accessions. In order to establish a significance threshold
to avoid excess of false positives, we estimated the overlap rate using the most
significant flowering time GWAS SNPs. Overlap Rate was defined as the set
of overlapping SNPs between the top flowering time SNPs and either altitude
or latitude, divided by the union of the sets across significance thresholds from
0.001 to 0.01. Significance thresholds chosen were 0.005 for altitude and 0.01
for latitude ((Figure 2.10). Heritability estimates were 0.88 for altitude and 0.85
for latitude, estimated LDAK43 with a single Kinship matrix, estimated with all
the Beagle4 imputed markers, and the matrix was estimated from the algorithm
implemented in GCTA44.
Analyses of structural variants
In order to infer the underlying haplotypes for the centromeres of chromosomes
3,5,6, as well as INV4 and the high-LD region on chromosome 3, we first esti-
mated a genetic distance matrix for each locus using the non-imputed markers.
The distance matrices were then analysed using multidimensional scaling. The
centromere of chromosome 5 segregates in the landraces with three distinct ho-
mozygous haplotypes and their corresponding heterozygote pairs. The region
around the centromere of chromosome 6 was 12 Mb in size, includes the cen-
tromere and a large pericentromeric region that expands out in both directions;
it displayed a similar pattern to the centromere of chromosome 5, however
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distinct alleles were not called due to the excess of heterozygous individuals
between the homozygous classes, probably reflecting recombinant haplotypes.
The centromere of chromosome 3 displayed a more complex pattern of distance
than the other two associating centromeres, likely due to the presence of more
than three segregating haplotypes. For INV4, we observe two distinct alleles
and the heterozygote. We observed the allele is fixed in many of CIMMYT’s
improved lines (Table 3), including those used as parents for the highland test
crosses in the present experiment.
Analysis of phenotypic data
To estimate the breeding values of the landrace accession parent, for each trial a
mixed linear model was fitted using restricted maximum likelihood method, in
ASREML (V 3.0), using the progeny’s calendar days to male or female flowering
as a response variable. Of the 23 trials planted, one was excluded because flow-
ering time data was not collected according to protocol. The models included
fixed effects for checks, tester, and hybrid and a random effect of accession in a
complete nested model. Including in the model the random effect of row and
column and using an autoregressive model of order 1 in row and columns con-
trolled experimental noise product of field variation. All the random effects
were considered independent one from each other. The model used can be ex-
pressed as follows:
yi jklm =  + i +  j + k + l(k) + m(kl) + i j (2.1)
where yi jklm is the phenotype,  is the overall mean, i is the effect of the i-th row
i  N(0; 21),  j is the effect of the j-th row  j  N(0; 22), k is the effect of the
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k-th group, k=1,...,K, K+1, if k  K the group is a check, the group K+1 is the
average of the testers, l(k) is the effect of the l-th tester in group K+1, m(kl) is the
effect of the m-th accession in the tester k in group K+1, m(kl)  N(0; 2kl), and i j
is the experimental error.
For the experimental error we assume the following distribution:






















































































Genome wide association with flowering time
Association analysis was performed in two steps for all trials using a linear
mixed model. For each trait (days to male and female flowering) two mod-
els were fitted, one with the trait BLUPs as response variable and another
with the standardized values of the same BLUPs. This was done in the ab-
sence of growing degree units, to verify the consistency of the results given
the uneven variances for the trait across the various trials. The first step mod-
els included the fixed effects for trial (categorical); population structure in the
form of 10 MDS weights (numerical) that together explained around 13% of
the genetic and 10.6% of the phenotypic variances; and the effect of the hy-
brid used as parent for each accession’s cross. The random effect of related-
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ness was added to both models in the form of a kinship matrix. The kinship
matrix was estimated using the same subset of SNPs as the MDS weights.
The mixed model was fit using the R package EMMREML (http://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/EMMREML/index.html). Residuals were obtained
from those models and fitted in the second step models as a response variable
for the single marker analysis using R, with marker nested within trial. The
model equation used was:
yi jk =  + Ti + H j + Qi jk + K + i jk (2.2)
where yi jk are the breeding values for flowering time,  is the overall mean, Ti
is the main effect for trial, H j is the main effect for hybrid parent of testcross
individuals, Qi jk are 10 MDS weights controlling for population structure, K is
the kinship matrix and i jk is the random experimental error
In the second step of the associationmodel, the residuals from the first model
were fitted as a response variable in the model
Y = S [t] + i (2.3)
Where Y is the residual, S is the SNP effect and is nested within trial t. The
model tests the null hypothesis H0 : S = 0 that the effect of each SNP is 0 in all
trials.The alternative hypothesis is that the SNP has an effect on any trial. The
reason for testing this hypothesis is that the effect of each SNP can, and often
does, change on value and direction depending on its segregation on the popu-
lation and its phase with the causal polymorphism. We consider as significant
the top one percent of the SNPs based on p-value, which all had -log10 p-values
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greater than 18.
Significance at genic regions
We reasoned that significance at candidate genes would depend on local LD and
genotype coverage, therefore a higher proportion of significant SNPs around
candidate genes would be indicative of association at the gene itself rather than
at the entire LD block or because of higher genotype coverage. On that account,
we looked at significant associating SNPs within 50 kb up and downstream of
candidate genes. Of all the candidate genes, only PhyB1, GL15 and ZCN13 are
in the high-LD set and therefore were excluded from this analysis. Genome
wide prediction was performed with using the software GAPIT43. The mod-
els were run for each trial, and accuracy was measured from performing 5 fold
cross validation in 10 replicates for each trial. Two models were run for each
trait/trial. One model used a kinship matrix estimated 1 SNP for each of the
associated genomic regions, while the other used 30,000 random SNPs for the
estimation of the kinship matrix. All models included 10 MDS weights to ac-
count for population structure.
Expression across tissues
We used the transcription data from the maize atlas33 for the following 11 tis-
sues: 16 days after pollination embryo, 16 days after pollination endosperm, 6
days after silking primary root, tip of stage 2 leaf at V5 plant stage, base of stage
2 leaf at V5 plant stage, 13th leaf at V9 stage, 13th leaf at R2 stage , silk, anthers,
Immature cob at V18 stage, 4th internode at V9 stage, and stem and shoot apical
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meristem at V4 stage. We used the standardized expression values, and esti-
mated for each gene what tissue it was most expressed at. We then performed
a chi-squared test for each tissue to test if there were more genes expressed at
the candidate or associating genes than expected under the null model of equal
levels of the global expression pattern.
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Figure 2.1: FOAM experimental design
2.1 General experimental design for F-One Association Mapping popula-
tions. One individual from each of up to thousands of individuals is genotyped
and used as parent. Progeny are then evaluated for multiple years/locations to
estimate the genetic contribution of the original individual and phenotypic and
genotypic data are used for Genome Wide Association
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Figure 2.2: Sampling location of landrace accessions
2.2 Geographic coordinates of original sampling sites of landrace accessions
across all Latin America. Color gradient corresponds to altitude.
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Figure 2.3: Genomewide minor allele frequency distributions
2.3 Minor Allele frequency distribution for all segregating SNPs, as well
as the most significant SNPs for each trait. The minor allele frequency of the
genome functions as a null distribution, and is enriched at low frequency poly-
morphisms as expected for a population under selection-mutation balance. The
SNPs associated with Latitude show the most significant deviation from the
null, with most variation at high frequency. Altitude associating SNPs are also
enriched at high frequency, with most of the density between MAF of 0.1 and
0.2. Finally, flowering time associating SNPs represent a mix between low and
high frequency polymorphisms, probably reflecting deleterious and adaptive
alleles respectively.
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2.4 a) Manhattan plot for Days to anthesis, with the ten chromosome of
maize on the x-axis and the -log10 p value on the y axis. Themost significant hits
on chromosome 8 correspond to VGT1 and ZCN8, and the significant peak on
chromosome 3 corresponds to a previously unreported inversion. b) Overlap
between significant SNPs for flowering time and latidue and c) altitude, with
SNPs associated with altitude having significantly more overlap with flower-
ing time associated SNPs d) Local Manhattan plot for chromosome 4 for days
to silking and e) altitude. The large region with significance corresponds to
INV4m, the adaptive introgression from highland teosinte to highland maize
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Figure 2.5: Significant genes within the flowering time pathway
2.5 Flowering time pathway, modified from Dong, et al34, showing the genes
involved in flowering time at the leaf and Shoot Apical Meristem (SAM). The

































Figure 2.6: FOAM design nested within adaptation
2.6Maize custom landrace FOAMdesign. Because of the large effect of adap-
tation, crossing and evaluation are nested within adaptation classes
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Figure 2.7: MDS of FOAM accessions
2.7 First 2 Principal Coordinates from Multidimensional scaling of the ge-
netic distance among accessions
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Figure 2.8: Neighbor-joining tree by adaptation class
2.8 Neighbor-joining tree of landrace individuals. Adaptation classes are
colored green for low elevation, blue for mid elevation and orange for high
elevation
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Figure 2.9: LD empirical threshold
2.9 Red shaded areas represent the centromeres, gray shaded areas represent
inversions on chromosomes 3 and 4, and the dashed horizontal line represents
the empirical LD threshold
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Figure 2.10: Overlap rate altitude and latitude with flowering time
2.10 Overlap rate between the top associating SNPs with flowering time and
altitude, latitude at various p-value thresholds
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Figure 2.11: MDS of centromere of chromosome 5
2.11 MDS of centromere of chromosome 5 for the FOAM landrace accessions
and the NAM founders: Topright: Il14H. Bottom: P39. Middle: CML333
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Figure 2.12: INV4 frequency by adaptation class
2.12 Frequency of INV4m according to accessions adaptation class
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(a) Ontology for flowering time candidate genes
(b) Ontology for flowering time associating
genes
Figure 2.13: Gene ontology enrichment of associating genes
2.13 Ontology of genes for a) previously reported flowering time genes and
b) all the associating genes for this study, showing a significant enrichment of
regulatory ontologies on the previously characterized genes, while our study
has modest enrichment in general metabolism. Those genes probably have an
indirect downstream effect on flowering time.
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Figure 2.14: Genomic prediction accuracy by trial
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Year/Cycle Trial Location Adaptation Accessions
2011B m2011BAFnn Agua Fria, Puebla LOWLAND 1707
2011B m2011BCL Celaya, Guanajuato SUBTROPICAL 783
2011B m2011BMO Tarimbaro, Michoacan SUBTROPICAL 481
2011B m2011BNY San Pedro Lagunillas, Nayarit SUBTROPICAL 551
2011B m2011BTLnn Tlaltizapan, Morelos SUBTROPICAL 1140
2011B m2011BTO Torreon, Coahuila SUBTROPICAL 1403
2012A m2012AAFca Agua Fria, Puebla LOWLAND 1921
2012A m2012AAFtu Agua Fria, Puebla LOWLAND 1923
2012A m2012AIGrn Iguala, Guerrero LOWLAND 749
2012A m2012AOBrn Obregon, Sonora LOWLAND 452
2012B m2012BAFnn Agua Fria, Puebla LOWLAND 717
2012B m2012BAL Amoloya de Juarez, Mexico HIGHLAND 428
2012B m2012BBAca El Batan, Mexico HIGHLAND 817
2012B m2012BBAef El Batan, Mexico HIGHLAND 759
2012B m2012BBAnn El Batan, Mexico HIGHLAND 817
2012B m2012BCH Guadalupe-Victoria, Chiapas LOWLAND 671
2012B m2012BCL Celaya, Guanajuato SUBTROPICAL 805
2012B m2012BEB m2012BEB SUBTROPICAL 658
2012B m2012BMO Numaran, Michoacan SUBTROPICAL 282
2012B m2012BNY San Pedro Lagunillas, Nayarit SUBTROPICAL 805
2012B m2012BOBrn Obregon, Sonora LOWLAND 523
2012B m2012BTOrn Torreon, Coahuila SUBTROPICAL 338
Table 2.1: Trial years, locations, and number of accessions
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CHAPTER 3
GENOME-ENVIRONMENT ASSOCIATION ALLOWS IDENTIFYING
USEFUL ADAPTIVE ALLELES FROMMAIZE LANDRACES
3.1 Abstract
Domesticated species represent some of the most outstanding cases of human
directed evolution. Through recurrent selection, several plants and animals
have been adapted to highly diverse environments, yet generally the genes rel-
evant for each environmental condition remain uncharacterized. We studied
the genetic architecture of adaptation to 2 soil and 10 climatic variables in a
comprehensive panel of 3,312 maize landrace accessions from Latin America.
We observed that overall 90% of the genome exhibited very low differentia-
tion (FST=0.058) across altitudinal clades, with 26.9% of the altitudinal differen-
tiation being the productive introgression from a distinct wild high elevation
subspecies. In general across traits significant SNPs had high minor allele fre-
quency, were shared across related traits, and on average 43% of the significant
SNPs were contained in low recombination regions. Several genes were signif-
icant across climate traits, including an aldehyde dehydrogenase for soil pH,
and in particular for many of the water use traits we observed significant asso-
ciation with the gene hsftf9, a heat shock transcription factor. We showed that
variation within hsftf9 displays a significant effect in drought trials in unrelated
material, contributing to yield and flowering time under stressed conditions,
highlighting the potential to use this approach for mining of useful alleles for
adaptive traits from landraces. The genetic architecture of landrace local adap-
0For this chapter, my contribution encompassed the population differentiation analysis, the
genome wide association models, and gene level analyses
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tation can provide knowledge critical to adapt the worlds high production crop
to to global climate change.
3.2 Results
Maize was domesticated in the tropical lowlands of the Balsas river in Mexico
nearly 10,000 years before present1, and since it has been adapted to highly di-
vergent environmental conditions. The broad adaptation seen in maize today is
likely the product of its ancestors being adapted to extremely diverse environ-
ments within central Mexico. Post domestication maize has moved across the
globe to diverse environments becoming the worlds highest production food
and feed crop. This broad adaptation was achieved thanks to the wide genetic
variation and population history of the crop, incorporating useful alleles from
its wild ancestor and related species2;45;46, and allowing gene flow across popu-
lations through local pollen flow and broader seed exchange, creating a panmic-
tic population that acts like a powerful genetic ”mixing pot”. Although some
studies have analyzed specific components of adaptive traits in maize lines, the
genetic basis of adaptation36 to environmental conditions in maize traditional
varieties, or landraces remains largely unknown. We studied the genetic ar-
chitecture of various components relevant to abiotic stress by examining the
association between genome wide variation with environmental and ecogeo-
graphic covariates. Our sample included 3,312 landrace individuals from CIM-
MYT global collections of landraces. These individuals were each sampled from
one population, and together reflect the landrace diversity from 36 countries in
Latin America. We used the available high density genotyping data44 and col-
lection site information on these landraces to study climate and soil traits.
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We first estimated the differentiation among landraces accessions to see the
extent of allele sharing across environments. Previous studies in Latin Ameri-
canmaize landraces7 have shown that altitude is an important barrier for the ex-
change of alleles and three adaptation clines have been identified. We estimated
the fixation index (FST ) across the three previously defined altitude classes. We
observed a significant overlap between SNPs with high FST , regions with ex-
tended LD, and variation corresponding to recent introgressions from Zea mays
ssp. mexicana into highland maize2 including the centromeres 1, 5, 6, and 10,
INV4, two regions on chromosome 9, and one on chromosome 2. These re-
gions agree with the regions associated with altitude adaptation in the sample.
Outside those regions, we observed that 90% of the genome had fixation index
values under 0.058, indicating that only a small portion of the genome displays
strong differentiation, mostly alleles relevant to altitude adaptation, while the
alleles on the rest of the genome segregate across elevation gradients. This in
turn has as consequence a uniquely high power and resolution for resolving
causative SNPs and studying local adaptation.
Recent studies have shown the potential to use genome-environment associ-
ation to study local adaptation8. Therefore, we performed genome wide associ-
ation (Methods) between our high density markers with the following environ-
mental variables adjusted for a 6 month growing season: for climate, we looked
at precipitation9;10; cloud cover10; monthly mean daily average, minimum and
maximum temperature9; diurnal temperature range10; frost frequency10; poten-
tial evapotranspiration11; wet day frequency10; and vapor pressure10. In addi-
tion for soil we studied adaptation to differences in pH12 and waterlogging13.
We observed that on average across traits 43% of the significant SNPs were con-
tained within Zea mays ssp. mexicana introgressions (3.1) with the highest and
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lowest (78%, 7.5%) corresponding to mean daily temperature and precipitation
respectively. This suggests that for environmental traits associated with alti-
tude, landraces obtained a significant fraction of the useful alleles from its sister
species.
When looking jointly at the minor allele frequency distribution of the asso-
ciating SNPs, we observed that unlike the null distribution of genetic variation,
significantly associated SNPs are high in frequency. This is in contrast to flower-
ing time, an adaptive trait analyzed on the same population44 which displayed
enrichment at low frequency for significant SNPs. This suggests that across their
wide geographic range, maize landraces have been matched with their environ-
mental conditions through selection at the same loci, with the segregation of
functional adaptive alleles being maintained across populations.
We looked at the significant genes outside the high-LD regions, and we ob-
served that several genes showed association with more than one environmen-
tal trait. In particular, 13 genes showed significant association for 7 climatic
traits, and annotation was available for 11 of their Arabidopsis homologs (3.2). In
addition, we looked at overlap between associating SNPs and a list of 152 de-
hydration responsive element binding (DREB) transcription factors proteins14, a
family with known relevance in plants response to a variety of abiotic stresses15.
Wet day frequency and precipitation had the highest overlap with DREB genes,
with 14 and 11 significant DREBs each, followed by potential evapotranspira-
tion and frost frequency with 6 and 4. Although gene ontology enrichment
within each climate trait varied, the ontology of all the traits was significantly
enriched for biological regulation, and regulation of transcription (FDR p value
7.20E-10, Figure 3.3).
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We observed a low correlation between cloud cover and the other environ-
mental traits, with the highest corresponding to potential evapotranspiration
(r=0.42, Figure 3.2). The most significant gene associated with cloud cover trait
was GRMZM2G036980 (Figures 3.10,3.9). This gene contains a VQmotif, and its
best hit in rice is a putatively expressed VQ domain containing protein. There
are 34 proteins containing the VQ motif in Arabidopsis, some of which are asso-
ciated with growth and disease response phenotypes, and potentially acting as
cofactors of WRKY transcription factors16. For frost frequency, we observed a
modest correlation with minimum, maximum and average temperature range
(r=0.5, Figure 3.2) and we observed prevalence of frost frequency to be highest
in the Andean region of South America. The most significant gene associated
with frost frequency was AC185415.3 FG005 (Figures 3.5, 3.6), which contains
an RNA recognition motif (RRM) and two zinc finger domains. Its best hit in
rice is annotated as zinc finger RNA-binding domain-containing protein 2, and
in Arabidopsis its best hit is the TBP-associated factor 15 (TAF15). There are 18
TAF in Arabidopsis17 and at least one is adaptive under salt stress18, and more
broadly RNA-binding proteins have been associated to be responsive to a vari-
ety of stresses in Arabidopsis including freezing tolerance19
We observed high correlation between minimum, maximum, and average
daily temperature (Figure 3.2). The most significant gene associated with mini-
mum and average daily temperature was GRMZM2G001265 (3.21, Figures 3.22,
3.23, 3.24), with its gene product annotated in maize as palmitoyltransferase
ZDHHC20, and its best hit in rice being being a DHHC zinc finger domain
containing protein. The best hit corresponding to this gene in Arabidopsis is
PAT14, which encodes an S-acyltransferase involved in the regulation of leaf
senescence20. For maximum average daily temperature, the most significant
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hit was GRMZM2G375856, which contains the WD40 domain and is expressed
only in anthers in B73. The best hit associated to this gene in Arabidopsis is
AT3G15470, which in turn is annotated as a member of the Transducin/WD40
repeat-like superfamily. This domain is present in several proteins across eu-
karyotes, with no known catalytic activity but prevalent interaction with other
proteins21, and at least one member of this family in Arabidopsis has been asso-
ciated with climate variation in that organism22.
We were particularly interested in traits related to water use, as it is an im-
portant factor for crop productivity, and for global food security it will be crit-
ical to deploy alleles matching the changes in precipitation and weather23;24.
We observed a region on chromosome 9 that consistently showed association
for several environmental traits related to water use, including diurnal tem-
perature range (Figures 3.11, 3.12), potential evapotranspiration (Figures 3.13,
3.14), precipitation (Figures 3.15, 3.16), vapor pressure (Figures 3.17, 3.18) and
wet day frequency (Figures 3.19, 3.20), even with the traits having modest cor-
relation (r=0.6, Figure 3.2). This region contained nine genes, with significant
markers around two clusters containing three and two genes respectively. The
genes at the first cluster have the highest significance across all traits, and in-
clude first GRMZM2G392737, a putative MAP kinase with a rice best hit corre-
sponding to a STE kinase and a best hit in Arabidopsis corresponding to MAP
kinase kinase7. The second gene, GRMZM2G093254, contains the conserved
domain Sec-independent protein translocase protein (TatC). Its best hit in Ara-
bidopsis, AT2G01110, also known as ALBINO AND PALE GREEN 2, is an-
notated as a core subunit of the chloroplast twin-arginine translocation (Tat)
translocase, which is present in the thylakoid membrane and is directly in-
volved in the transport of folded proteins25. The third gene in the cluster is
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GRMZM2G528283, which has no best hits in sorghum, rice or Arabidopsis; has
no known domains; and contains one transposable element insertion, proba-
bly corresponding to a non-functional gene. The second cluster with significant
association with climate traits includes first the gene GRMZM2G328268. This
gene contains the Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes (SMC) domain, cor-
responding to a Chromosome segregation ATPase and has no annotated hits in
Arabidopsis, rice or sorghum. The second gene in the region, GRMZM2G026742
is annotated as hsftf9, a heat shock factor protein homologous to Arabidopsis
HSF1A. Because these genes were significant for diurnal temperature range,
potential evapotranspiration, vapor pressure, precipitation and wet day fre-
quency, we hypothesized a role for plants under water stress. In order to vali-
date the potential effect of hsftf9, we looked at its effect on yield, days to anthe-
sis, and the anthesis silking interval in the unrelated Drought Tolerant Maize for
Africa panel 26;27. We used phenotypic data evaluated under regular, drought,
high heat, and combined heat and drought management regimes. We observed
one SNP within the gene hsftf9 to be significantly associated with yield (pval=
1.554e-05) and flowering time (pval <2e-16). Compared to the irrigated control,
this SNP displayed significant genotype by environment interaction only for
yield under drought and drought with heat stress(pval= 0.001).
In contrast to climatic traits, adaptation to pH and waterlogging displayed
association with very few genes (-log10 p >15). In total we observed 3 regions
of the maize genome associated to changes in pH. The genes include on chro-
mosome 4 (Figures 3.26,3.25) the gene GRMZM2G123667, in maize also an-
notated as nactf125, which is part of the extensive family of plant NAC tran-
scription factors. NAC transcription factors have been implicated in a very
wide range of biological functions, including abiotic stress response28. In close
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proximity to nactf125, we observed significant association with the gene GR-
MZM2G060800, which is homologous to the Arabidopsis aldehyde dehydroge-
nase ALD3H1. Aldehyde dehydrogenase enzymes are widespread and highly
conserved proteins, some displaying an important role in osmotic stress re-
sponse, as well as adaptation to dehydration, salt, heavy metals, methyl violo-
gen, and H2O2 29;30. Adjacent to that gene (800bp) is GRMZM2G060898, which
contains the Cytochrome b domain, and its rice and Arabidopsis best hit is anno-
tated as encoding the cytochrome b(6) subunit of the cytochrome b6f complex.
Finally, the significant gene GRMZM2G702152 is a homolog to Arabidopsis early
in short days4 (esd4), a protease involved in the covalent attachment of small
ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO)31. SUMO proteins are found in several species,
and have been implicated in stress response32;33. The 4 genes associated with
waterlogging were GRMZM2G065420, AC205405.3 FG001, GRMZM2G424147,
and GRMZM5G827026. Only the last two share homology with Arabidopsis,
with GRMZM2G424147 being homologous to AT1G02080, a transcriptional reg-
ulator which in Arabidopsis displays modified expression upon salt stress down-
stream of AtNAC2, a NAC-type transcription factor gene34. GRMZM5G827026
is homologous to a Polyketide cyclase/dehydrase and lipid transport super-
family protein, and recent reports suggest that members of this gene family are
implicated in wounding response35.
Crop landraces have been selected through recurrent selection by farmers
for local adaptation over hundreds or even thousands of generations. More
recently, important efforts have allowed the collection of extensive collections
for multiple species, with detailed information on sampling location. The geo-
graphic associations here reported exemplify the potential of combining high-
density genotyping along with climatic data from landraces to mine useful al-
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leles relevant for adaptive traits. The high resolution and power achieved in
this mapping study is partly due to the high frequency of the adaptive loci,
along with the very low linkage disequilibrium in maize. In addition, we ob-
served a similar phenomenon to humans. In homo sapiens introgressions from
now extinct homonins47 likely played an important role in local adaptation with
alleles relevant to traits as diverse as skin pigmentation, metabolism, immune
response, and adaptation to high elevation. Similarly, in maize we observed
significant contribution of at least one structural introgression, INV4, which has
been previously associated to adaptation to high elevation, and which together
with other regions that display high linkage disequilibrium are associated to
adaptation to several climatic traits. With increasing climate variability, hav-
ing a catalog of useful alleles for specific environmental conditions will become
critical to ensure the resilience of crops, and could help guide the search for
adaptive alleles in other species.
3.3 Methods
Germplasm and environmental covariates
We used individuals from 3,312 landrace accessions from CIMMYT global col-
lection. These were collected from 1947 to 2007, with a mean collection year
of 1965 and 90% of the samples having a collection date prior to 1980. There-
fore, these landraces reflect the diversity prior to the large scale use of improved
hybrid varieties in Latin America starting in the 1980s and 1990s. Latitude, lon-
gitude and elevation were recorded during genetic field sampling. Soil proper-
ties and classification data (e.g., pH, soil taxonomy) were from the Harmonized
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World Soil program, a comprehensive database that combines all available re-
gional soil databases with global soil maps (FAO/IIASA/ISRIC/ISS-CAS/JRC,
2012). Climate and weather-related data were obtained from various sources.
Data for daily, monthly, and yearly averages of precipitation and temperature
were from theWorldClim database (http://www.worldclim.org), a dataset gen-
erated from a large collection of global weather stations during the period 1950-
2000 (Hijmans et al., 2005). Diurnal temperature ranges, frost frequency, wet day
frequency, vapor pressure, and cloud cover data were obtained from the global
CRU TS3.10 dataset, a high-resolution global grid of monthly meteorological
observations (Harris et al., 2014). Potential evapotranspiration, mean annual
precipitation and mean annual evapotranspiration were obtained from global
models of annual evapotranspiration and precipitation (Zomer et al., 2008; Tra-
bucco et al., 2008) and WorldClim precipitation and temperature data (Hijmans
et al., 2005). Poorly-drained soils, indicated by the percentage of an area with
waterlogged soils, were acquired from maps generated by the Soil Functional
Capacity Classification System (Sanchez et al. 2003, HarvestChoice 2010). All
spatial data were processed using ArcGIS 10.2.2 software (ESRI, Redlands, CA).
Genetic markers
For the landrace accessions, we obtained the BEAGLE436 and non-imputed GBS
markers44 reported in the flowering time chapter. For the DTMA, we obtained
GBS markers imputed using FILLIN37. Both marker datasets are expressed in
the coordinate system corresponding to the second version of the maize B73 ref-
erence genome. For association with climate traits, BEAGLE4 imputed markers
were used, after filtering for minor allele frequency greater than 1%. A random
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sample of 30,000 random SNPs was used to estimate 2 principal coordinates for
accounting for population structure in the PC model.
Estimation of FST
Fixation index was estimated using the software vcftools38 using non-imputed
GBS markers with per site missing data less than 0.4. The 3 population groups
were defined according to their adaptation class as lowland tropical (low eleva-
tion, <1200 meters above sea level and <30 N or 40 S), subtropical (mid eleva-
tion, between 1200 and 1900 m.a.s.l. and <30 N or 40 S), and tropical highland
(above 1900 m.a.s.l. and <30 N or 40 S). The top percentile, corresponding to
an FST value of 0.21, was used as threshold for significant differentiation. Re-
gions corresponding to introgressions from Zea mays ssp. mexicana were ob-
tained from Hufford et al, 2013 Table S4 column regionOfIntrogression.
Genome Wide Association
As populations adapt to different environments, the alleles underlying local
adaptation increase in frequency to match their genetic effect with the corre-
sponding environment, maximizing population fitness. However, many other
alleles unrelated to local adaptation can be expected to show a similar differen-
tiation across the various populations and would be related only to population.
This confounding relationship has as consequence that models accounting for
population structure decrease the false positive rate of associations, but in doing
so also decrease significantly the ability to detect true positives. We performed
Genome wide association for each trait with 3 independent generalized linear
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models using the software TASSEL39, and by comparing the results from the
different models we aim to differentiate between alleles involved in local adap-
tation and those involved in population structure. The models used were 1) a
model with no covariates, which we referred to as naive model, 2) a model in-
cluding as fixed effects the first 2 principal coordinates from Multidimensional
scaling to account for population structure, and 3) a model including as fixed
effects the altitude, latitude, and longitude sampling coordinates.
Eachmodel has very specific strengths and drawbacks related to true vs false
positives. The significant results from model 1) will include both population
structure and local adaptation related alleles. In the case of model 2) we used
only 2 MDS weights because in the MDS space represented by such weights,
landraces display a pattern that generally matches their genetic origin, includ-
ing the more recent introductions from Northern Mexican and Southern North
American landraces to some South American locations. The signficant results
from this model would decrease false positives, however alleles involved in lo-
cal adaptation correlated with those 2 MDS weights would be expected to show
limited or null significance. Finally, we used model 3) to account directly for
geography-driven population structure. An additional concern then becomes
the threshold for considering SNPs from each model as significant. The p-value
distributions from all models display significant deviation from the expectation,
however the use of mixed linear models decreases genomewide significance all
together. In order to establish a threshold for significance, we decided to incor-
porate evidence from a phenotype correlated with local adaptation. We used
the trait of flowering time, for which phenotypic evaluation was collected, and
for which we expected significant overlap between alleles involved in flower-
ing time and alleles relevant for climatic adaptation. In order to consider those
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results together, we estimated a measure we call ”overlap rate” between the
top SNPs from flowering time and the top SNPs for each trait for each of the 3
GWAS models. Overlap rate was defined as the sum of the overlapping SNPs
between the top flowering time SNPs from this panel and the significant SNPs
for each model across significance quantiles from 0.001 to 0.05 divided by the
union of the sets. The p-value threshold was chosen to maximize overlap rate
curve. Once p-value thresholds were obtained for each model for each climate
trait, overlapping SNPs bewteen the two models with the highest agreement
were chosen. We chose the two models with highest agreement for all traits
except for wet day frequency, for which only the naive model displayed over-
lap with flowering time, with the models accounting for population structure
showing no overlap.
Unlike climatic traits, pH and waterlog percent do not show overlap with
flowering time associated genes, therefore overlap rate with flowering time was
not used for these traits. These traits also displayed little deviation from ex-
pected p-value distribution due to population structure, therefore for both soil
traits only the SNPs significant for both models with covariates were consid-
ered, and based on theManhattan plots the p value threshold chosen was -log10
p value greater than 15.
For the analyses on the DTMA panel, previously published BLUPs for days
to anthesis, yield, and the anthesis silking interval were obtained26. We used
the Genotyping by Sequencing SNP markers available for the DTMA lines. The
21 markers around hsfp9 (within 100kb) were each fitted independently as ex-
planatory variable in linear regressions for each trait. The model included a
main effect for irrigation, marker, and their corresponding interaction term. For
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gene ontology enrichment, we used the gene ontology enrichment tool agriGO40
Significant genes
In order to obtain significant genes, we first created a set of regions with ex-
tended LD. This set was the combination of the previously reported high-LD
regions on the same panel, all the centromeres, and the coordinates correspond-
ing to INV4. In total, this set encompasses 128 Mb, roughly 5% of the of the
maize genome. In order to find associating genes, only significant SNPs out-
side of the high-LD set are matched to the nearest annotated gene. We used
the GenomicRanges package in R 41 to match the associating SNPs, the high-
LD region, as well as the annotated genome from the general feature format
(gff) file containing the filtered gene set on reference genome version 2, which
matches the coordinate system of the genetic markers. The gff file was filtered to
consider only the 39,249 protein coding genes. Gene information was obtained
from MaizeGDB42;43.
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3.5 Figures
FST across adaptation classes























Figure 3.1: Distribution of genome-wide estimates of fixation index be-
tween adaptation classes
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Minor Allele Frequency Distribution
Figure 3.4: Minor allele frequency distribution for all, climate, and flower-
ing time associated SNPs
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Frost frequency geography model
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Figure 3.5: Chromosome with most significant hit for frost frequency
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Frost frequency range geography model





















Figure 3.6: Genes around most significant hit for frost frequency
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Average maximum daily temperature PC model
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Figure 3.7: Chromosome with most significant hit for average maximum
daily temperature
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Average maximum daily temperature PC model



















Figure 3.8: Genes around most significant hit for average maximum daily
temperature
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Cloud cover PC model
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Figure 3.9: Chromosome with most significant hit for cloud cover
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Cloud cover PC model




















Figure 3.10: Genes around most significant hit for cloud cover
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Diurnal temperature range geography model
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Figure 3.11: Chromosome with most significant hit for diurnal tempera-
ture range
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Diurnal temperature range geography model























Figure 3.12: Genes around most significant hit for diurnal temperature
range
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Potential evapotranspiration PC model
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Figure 3.13: Chromosome with most significant hit for potential evapo-
transpiration
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Potential evapotranspiration PC model
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Figure 3.15: Chromosome with most significant hit for precipitation
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Precipitation geography model























Figure 3.16: Genes around most significant hit for precipitation
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Vapor pressure geography model
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Figure 3.17: Chromosome with most significant hit for vapor pressure
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Vapor pressure geography model
























Figure 3.18: Genes around most significant hit for vapor pressure
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Wet day frequency naive model
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Figure 3.19: Chromosome with most significant hit for wet day frequency
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Wet day frequency naive model



























Figure 3.20: Genes around most significant hit for wet day frequency
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Average minimum daily temperature geography model
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Figure 3.21: Chromosome with most significant hit for average minimum
daily temperature
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Average minimum daily temperature geography model
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Figure 3.22: Genes aroundmost significant hit for average minimum daily
temperature
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Average daily temperature geography model
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Figure 3.23: Chromosome with most significant hit for average daily tem-
perature
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Average daily temperature geography model
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Figure 3.25: Chromosome with most significant hit for soil pH
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pH geography model

































cloud cover naı¨ve \ PC2 0.44 0.35 572
diurnal temperature rage Geo \ PC2 0.45 0.35 465
frost frequency naı¨ve \ Geo 0.43 0.34 578
potential evapotranspiration Geo \ PC2 0.43 0.33 550
precipitation naı¨ve \ Geo 0.07 0.02 1432
average minimum daily temperature naı¨ve \ Geo 0.65 0.55 225
average daily temperature naı¨ve \ Geo 0.78 0.68 122
average maximum daily temperature Geo \ PC2 0.67 0.59 201
vapor pressure naı¨ve \ Geo 0.21 0.12 296
wet day frequency naı¨ve 0.12 0.08 3046
Table 3.1: Climate top models, number of genes, and contribution of high-LD and
introgression
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Gene Arabidopsis homolog Annotation in Arabidopsis
GRMZM2G439422 AT5G47000.1 Peroxidase superfamily pro-
tein
GRMZM2G458548 AT5G38560.1 Encodes a member of the
proline-rich extensin-like re-
ceptor kinase (PERK) family.
AC190909.3 FG004 AT5G13000.1 Encodes a gene similar to cal-
lose synthase
GRMZM2G059212 AT5G13000.1 Encodes a gene similar to cal-
lose synthase
GRMZM2G396825 (glk19) AT4G16110.1 Encodes a pollen-specific
transcription factor
GRMZM2G328268 AT3G55060.1 unknown protein
GRMZM2G151496 AT2G24540.1 ATTENUATED FAR-RED
RESPONSE (AFR)
GRMZM2G048472 AT2G18950.1 Encodes homogentisate
phytyltransferase involved
in tocopherol biosynthesis.
GRMZM2G093254 AT2G01110.1 Core subunit of the chloro-
plast Tat translocase.
GRMZM2G045171 AT1G73370.1 Encodes a protein with
sucrose synthase activity
(SUS6)
GRMZM2G469828 AT1G70090.1 GATL9 Encodes a protein
with putative galacturonosyl-
transferase activity.
GRMZM2G361693 (pdh1) AT1G59900.1 encodes the e1 alpha subunit
of the pyruvate dehydroge-
nase complex (PDC)
GRMZM2G141222 AT1G28540.1 unknown protein
GRMZM5G885045 AT1G20823.1 Encodes a RING E3 ubiquitin
ligase ATL80
Table 3.2: Top genes associated to multiple climate traits
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CHAPTER 4
GENOMEWIDE ASSOCIATION FOR PLANT HEIGHT VARIATION IN
MAIZE LANDRACES
4.1 Abstract
Plant height is a key agroecological trait. For most plants, height is an adaptive
trait involved in competition, with increased elongation arising from low-light
conditions. In addition, since domestication, plant height has been modified for
several species, and in particular the use of dwarfing phenotypes was funda-
mental to the recent rise in yield from the Green Revolution. Similar to human
stature, plant height is highly heritable, and in both plants and humans the
genes underlying height variation in natural populations remain elusive. Here,
we explored the genetic basis of plant height variation in a comprehensive panel
of 4,100 landraces from Latin America. We compiled a list of maize homologs to
Arabidopsis genes involved in hormonal pathways, and significant enrichment
was observed for the genes associated with plant height in this panel. We fur-
ther showed significance with one domestication gene, grassy tillers1, which is
involved in plant architecture in maize. We observed sharing with significant
genes previously associated with height in maize inbred lines as well genes as-
sociated with flowering time in the same landrace panel. By comparing the
allele frequencies with SNPs associated flowering time, we observe a significant
shift towards low frequency polymorphisms, suggesting that rare and likely
deleterious alleles are enriched in the genetic control of this trait. We perform
genome wide prediction and show that plant height remains with limited pre-
0For this chapter, my contribution encompassed analyses using the genotypic data, the
genome wide association model and subsequent gene level analyses
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dictive ability at 500,000 markers. Together this results provide new candidates
for understanding the genetic control of plant height in natural populations.
4.2 Introduction
Plant height is a highly heritable trait that has been subject of study in quan-
titative genetics for over a century. From an evolutionary perspective, across
plant species, differences in height are under strong selection. Plant height is a
critical trait for plant-plant competition, with increased elongation in response
to changes in light composition. This physiological response is controlled by
phytochromes through what is known as the shade avoidance response syn-
drome[1], and it mediates competition between closely located plants. In terms
of selection for differences in agronomic practices, plant height changes in the
form of dwarf varieties became a key player in the Green Revolution, allowing
significant increases in yield for crops like wheat[2], and rice[3].
In addition to their use in agriculture, the study of dwarf mutants has helped
elucidate several enzymes involved at key steps in the biosynthetic and reg-
ulatory pathways of different hormones. The genes behind dwarfing effects
are generally single genes with big effects affecting key steps in plants hor-
monal pathways[4] including in maize gibberellin acid[5] (GA), auxin [6], in
Arabidopsis brassinosteroids[7] and in rice dwarf mutants there is evidence of
co-regulation of plant stature and tiller numbers[8]. Mutants in maize affecting
gibberellin biosynthesis include Anther ear 1 (An1), with affected plants display-
ing typically semi-dwarf phenotype. The An1 gene product is responsible for
the cyclization of geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate to ent-kaurene, the first step
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in the biosynthesis of gibberellins[9]. The enzyme that catalyses this step is
also likely redundant in the maize genome. Bioassay experiments further show
that the four additional maize mutants dwarf-1, dwarf-2, dwarf-3, and dwarf-5
contain each mutations that affect different steps of the GA biosynthesis path-
way[10,11]. Genes downstream of GA biosynthesis involved in signaling can
also lead to dwarfing, including in maize, the mutants dwarf plant8 (d8) and
dwarf plant9 (d9), which encode DELLA proteins[12]. DELLA proteins are neg-
ative regulators of GA action that are degraded following their interaction with
the GID (GA-INSENSITIVE DWARF1)-GA complex[13]. Auxins are another
class of plant hormones with significant role in many aspects of plant devel-
opment. Unlike gibberellins, the biochemical pathways for auxin biosynthesis
and downstream signalling are more complex[14]. Auxin plays a central role
in cell expansion and division, and in maize the brachytic2 (br2) mutant dis-
plays dwarfism due to a loss of function mutation that modulates polar auxin
transport in the maize stalk[6]. In Arabidopsis, there is also evidence of inter-
action between auxins and brassinosteroids, a group of hormones involved in
plant growth and development, affecting lateral growth[15]. Mutants in the pro-
duction or perception of brassinosteroids display dwarfism in Arabidopsis and
have been used to characterize the underlying pathways[7]. In maize, the nana
plant1 (na1) mutant displays significantly reduced height as well a feminized
male flowers, and contain a mutation in a gene homologous to DET2, which is
involved in brassinosteroids biosynthesis[16]. Furthermore, transgenic maize
plants for ZmDWF1 display varying levels of dwarfism. ZmDWF1 is the maize
homolog of the Arabidopsis DWF1/DIM gene, which in that organism is in-
volved in brassosteroids biosynthesis. In many grasses, height also displays a
strong correlation with flowering time[17], however for natural standing varia-
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tion the genetic basis for both traits is not entirely shared[18].
Since the availability of low-cost high-density genetic marker platforms,
genome wide association as well as random effect models have been used to
study the genetic architecture of quantitative variation in stature in several
species. In the case of human height, random effect models including all com-
mon variants can capture 60% of the 80% trait heritability, however significant
genes from genome wide association each explain only a small fraction of the
phenotypic variance [19]. In maize, plant height has been studied in inbred
lines, showing that it is also a highly heritable yet complex trait that can gener-
ally be predicted accurately from relatedness using random effect models, how-
ever the genetic basis for stature variation can be best explained through an
infinitesimal model, with numerous genes each with very small effects [18]. Al-
though significant markers associated with plant height have been identified in
maize inbred lines, association between stature and natural standing variation
in landraces, the largest reservoir of maize genetic diversity, remains uncharac-
terized.
We explored the genetic architecture of plant height in a diverse panel of
maize landraces. We used the progeny and genotypic data from the F-One As-
sociation Mapping population[20], which represents the diversity of 36 coun-
tries in Latin America. We performed evaluation in 30 trials across Mexico,
with 6 trials under Nitrogen or water stress. Using Genome Wide Association,
we found 1056 genes to be associated with plant height. We compared our asso-
ciating genes to a those of previous mapping populations in maize, and to a list
of genes homologous to those involved in hormonal pathways in Arabidopsis.




Phenotypic evaluation and estimation of breeding values
Themain goal of the project was to characterize the genetic basis of height varia-
tion across maize landrace accessions. In total 3,425 F1 progeny accessions from
the maize F-One Association Mapping (FOAM) population[20] were used to set
up field trials. The twomain limiting factors for setting up field evaluation were
space and adaptation to elevation of the landrace accession. To avoid potential
confounding effects of lack of adaptation, following the original design acces-
sions were tested only on locations of matching adaptation, and the number of
accessions per location was determined by field space. At each location, exper-
imental rows were set up with 10-15 plants per accession in 30 locations across
Mexico (Methods, Table 4.8). The number of accessions evaluated on each trial
ranged from 282 in the smallest trial to 1924 on the largest, with a mean of 821
accessions per location. Plant height was measured on 5 plants per accession
per location.
After collection of field measurements, phenotypic data was analysed using
a mixed linear models in order to get fitted means for each accession across all
trials. Models includedmain fixed effects for hybrid parent, a random accession
effect and the random autoregressive effect to account for field variation. Across
all trials for all landrace accession, a total of 24,744 height adjusted values were
estimated, with values varying across all locations from 101.3 cm to 364.1 cm
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with a mean of 246.7 cm. In maize populations, as well is some other grasses,
high correlation between flowering time and plant height have been reported
[17,18,21]. In order to estimate the extent of phenotypic correlation between
both traits in the landrace panel, fitted height estimates were compared with
fitted flowering time estimates at the 23 trials with data available for both traits.
High correlation between flowering time and plant height was observed (Sup-
plementary figure 4.5), with median correlation value across all trials of 0.63.
Only one location (m2012bal), displayed no correlation.
Lists of association candidates
Height variation is a complex trait, and there are different lines of evidence
from various studies regarding potential genes underlying its control. Four lists
of candidate genes were compiled to test for overlap after performing genome
wide association. The first list contained the significant markers associated with
plant height on previous mapping experiments using inbred lines[18]. Those
results include a) the 3,328 hapmapv1 and hapmapv2 markers identified as sig-
nificantly associated with plant height in the NAM population, projected onto
AGPv2 coordinates, as well as b) the 3,779 markers significantly associated with
plant height in the NCRPIS panel of inbred lines[18]. The second list was as-
sembled in order to identify potential candidate genes involved in hormonal
biosynthesis or regulation. The list included the maize homologs of the 650
unique genes annotated in Arabidopsis[22] as having genetic or transgenic ev-
idence for effect in the following 8 hormonal pathways: abscisic acid, auxin,
brassinosteroid, cytokinin, ethylene, gibberellin, jasmonic acid, and salicylic
acid. In total 1045 genes were identified as homologs to the hormone related
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genes in Arabidopsis. From the total, 85% of the genes were annotated within
a single hormonal pathway, and the remaining 15% corresponded to two or
more hormones. In terms of their role within hormonal pathways, the largest
class containing 67% of the genes corresponded to annotations in hormone sig-
nal transduction, followed by 11% involved in hormone biosynthesis, 10% hor-
mone response, 5% as hormone receptor, and 2% in hormone transportation and
metabolism. The third list was compiled to explore the extent of genetic overlap
between flowering time and plant height, and contained respectively the 881
and 883 genes significantly associated with female and male flowering time on
the same panel[20]. The fourth and final list contained all 39,423 protein coding
genes annotated in the maize genome filtered gene set, and was used in order to
characterize previously unknown genes involved in height variation in maize
landraces.
Genome wide association
Genome wide association was performed for all trials combined using a two
step mixed linear model accounting for location, population structure and re-
latedness, with SNP effect test nested within trial (Methods). Based on the dis-
tribution of statistical significance across all sites, only the top 0.5% of the mark-
ers (n=2,467) based on p-value (-log10(p)>9) were considered as significantly
associated with plant height variation (Figure 4.1, Supplementary figure 4.5).
The previous study of flowering time variation on the FOAM landrace panel
reports enrichment of significant markers at regions with increased LD and/or
Zea mays ssp. mexicana introgressions[23]. In contrast, for plant height a mod-
est contribution of introgressions and high-LD regions was observed, with a
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proportion of only 0.05 and 0.14 respectively. Unlike flowering time, the large
inversion on chromosome 4 was not significantly associated with plant height,
however the putative inversion on chromosome 3 and the centromeres of chro-
mosomes 3 and 5 were both associated with height as well as flowering time.
Outside the low recombination regions, we observed significant association of
1056 genes with plant height. Those significant genes encompassed 40 sig-
nificantly enriched ontology terms with the most significant corresponding to
anatomical structure development (FDR p value < 0.05, Supplementary table
4.4 ).
The significant markers from the FOAM GWA were first compared to the
list of candidate genes from previous height association results in other maize
mapping populations. In total 122 markers representing 95 genes overlapped
between the significant association results for the FOAM and NAM popula-
tions (Supplementary table 4.5), however no significant ontology enrichment
was observed for the set of overlapping genes. For the NCRPIS panel, a total
of 63 markers representing 41 genes overlapped with the markers significant
FOAM results for plant height (Supplementary table 4)), with significant GO
enrichment for terms related to ion binding (FDR p value ¡0.05). Interestingly,
two major flowering time loci, ZmRap2.7 and ZCN8, the maize florigen and
homolog to Arabidopsis FT[24] were significantly associated with height varia-
tion across all three maize panels. Furthermore, given the observed correlation
between flowering time and plant height across most trials, it was expected to
observe overlap between significant markers from GWA for both traits. A sig-
nificant 3-fold enrichment was observed of flowering time associated markers
among the significant height associated SNPs. Among the flowering related
genes was also the maize gene GRMZM5G844173 (gi2 - gigantea2), homolo-
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gous to Arabidopsis GI/ GIGANTEA where together with CONSTANTS (CO)
and FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT), GIGANTEA promotes flowering under long
days in a circadian clock-controlled flowering pathway.
From the FOAM GWA, significant association with plant height was ob-
served at 46 unique hormonal pathway genes (Table 4.2), a significant enrich-
ment of 64% compared to expected overlap by chance alone (permuted p-value
¡ 0.05). Of the 46 genes, 37 were associated to a single hormonal pathways.
The highest representation was for auxin and ethylene, with a total of 8 genes
each, followed by 6 genes related to abscisic acid, 5 to brassinosteroids, 4 for
salicylic acid, and 3 for each cytokinin and gibberellin. Some of the correspond-
ing best hit in Arabidopsis of the genes with significant association in the FOAM
population are known for mutations causing height-related phenotypes. These
included the Arabidopsis gene DWARF 3, a cytochrome P450 and is involved
in brassinosteroids biosynthesis[25]; GA REQUIRING 1, whose mutation in
Arabidopsis also leads dwarfing and which catalyzes the conversion of geranyl-
geranyl pyrophosphate (GGPP) to copalyl pyrophosphate (CPP) of gibberellin
biosynthesis[26]. In addition, the list includes: CRY1/ CRYPTOCHROME 1,
also known due to a strong allele as HY4/ ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL 4,
which encodes a flavin-type blue-light photoreceptor [27]; CPD/ CONSTITU-
TIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENIC DWARF and CYP90D1/ CYTOCHROME P450,
which encode cytochromes involved in brassinosteroid biosynthesis[25,28];
PID/PINOID, which encodes a kinase that may act as a positive regulator of
cellular auxin efflux and as a negative regulator of auxin signaling[29]; DFL1/
DWARF IN LIGHT 1 which in Arabidopsis encodes an IAA-amido synthase in-
volved in auxin homeostasis[30]; BIN2/ BRASSINOSTEROID-INSENSITIVE 2,
also known as DWARF 12, which encodes a member of an Arabidopsis subfam-
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ily of glycogen synthase kinase 3 and functions in the brassinosteroid signal-
ing pathway[31]. The gene GRMZM2G092604, known in maize and Arabidopsis
as bri1-like receptor kinase1, encodes in maize a brassinosteroid insensitive1-
like receptor kinase, with recent experiments showing zmbri1-RNAi displays
dwarfing phenotype [32].
In addition to height related phenotypes, we observed significant association
at genes related with osmotic stress response, including the maize homologs of
the Arabidopsis genes CIPK3/ CBL-INTERACTING PROTEIN KINASE 3, CBF2,
and HAI2/ HIGHLY ABA-INDUCED PP2C GENE 2. In Arabidopsis, CIPK3 en-
codes a serine-threonine protein kinase that regulates ABA during germination,
as well as having increased expression in cold, drought, high salt, and wound-
ing conditions[33]. Similarly, the gene CBF2 encodes a member of the DREB
subfamily A-1 of ERF/AP2 transcription factor family, and is involved in re-
sponse to low temperature, abscisic acid, and circadian rhythm[34]. Finally,
HAI2 encodes a member of the group A protein phosphatase 2C (PP2C) fam-
ily that is responsible for negatively regulating seed dormancy[35], annotated
in maize as ZmPP2C-A1. A study of natural variation in maize at the clade A
PP2C phosphatases revealed a closely related protein, ZmPP2C-A10 to be asso-
ciated with drought tolerance[36].
We looked at the most significant genes genome wide (Table 4.3), all with
-log10 p-value greater than 24. This list includes the gene gt1 or grassy tillers1.
This gene controls lateral branching, plant architecture and apical dominance
in maize operating downstream of a key domestication gene, tb1, and gt1 was
an important target of selection during domestication [37]. When looking fur-
ther at the most significant marker at gt1, a pattern was observed where the
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minor allele at low elevation is present at much higher frequency at high eleva-
tion, becoming the major allele (Figure 4.2). Interestingly, the allele with highest
frequency at high elevation l also displays a negative effect on height from the
association mode. In addition, to gt1 there was significance at several transcrip-
tion factors including myb73 - MYB-transcription factor 73, a member of the
very diverse family of myb proteins, which have been implicated in the reg-
ulation of a very wide variety of processes in plants including developmental
processes[38]; mads69 - MADS-transcription factor 69, a member of the MADS-
box family; and the gene gbptf1 GeBP-transcription factor 1. Members of the
GeBP family have important role in hormonal pathway response[39], and the
MADS-box gene family of transcription factors is present in many eukaryotes
and in plants it includes the gene APETALA1 (AP1), which is involved in floral
development.
In addition to overlap with genes, we compared the minor allele frequency
distribution between all the segregating markers and those significantly asso-
ciated with plant height. In a manner parallel yet more pronounced to flow-
ering time in the same panel, we observed a minor allele frequency distribu-
tion highly enriched for low frequency polymorphisms, just above the minor
allele frequency threshold for genome wide association (Figure 4.3). This is in
sharp contrast to adaptive alleles associatedwith altitude or latitude adaptation,
which are enriched at high minor allele frequencies.
Genomic selection
Genomic prediction are important models used to make phenotypic prediction
and selections using markers. For flowering time in the same panel, a low
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marker density corresponding to the top association markers (less than 1% of
the markers) was observed to display as good predictive abilities as a much
larger set of SNPs (30,000 of the total 500,000 segregating markers). For plant
height, cross-validated predictive ability was estimated for each trials at increas-
ing marker densities (Methods). Unlike flowering time, we observed that even
with all half a million segregating markers, we obtained limited prediction ac-
curacies across trials, with values ranging from 0.05 to 0.5, and a mean across
trials of 0.25 (Figure 4.4). This is almost half of the prediction accuracy achieved
for flowering time with less than 900 markers. The lowest prediction accuracies
were obtained for trials subject to abiotic stress conditions.
4.4 Discussion
Maize landraces display a wide distribution of height values, a highly im-
portant evolutionary and agronomic trait. In terms of genetic architecture, in
maize inbred lines plant height is a complex trait controlled by many genes of
small effect[18]. Furthermore, the presence across many species[2,8], includ-
ing maize[5,6,10,11,32], of dwarf mutants has lead to the elucidation of mul-
tiple hormonal pathways implicated in the control of plant height. Although
landraces generally capture most of the genetic diversity of crop species, the
genetic basis for height variation in maize farmers varieties remains largely un-
characterized. Here, we performed genome wide association and genomic pre-
diction for plant height in a diverse panel of 4,100 landraces from Latin America
evaluated across 30 trials.
In order to examine the association mapping results, we assembled multiple
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lists of candidate genomic regions according to their biological evidence for po-
tential role in height variation. First, we compared the significant SNPs to the
regions of the genome which display low recombination in the same panel, as
well as recent introgressions[20]. Because height displays high levels of hetero-
sis, a significant overlap was expected between low recombination regions and
height variation, however low overlap was observed compared to the overlap
observed for flowering time. The use of a hybrid parent for the generation of the
FOAM population and subsequent measurement across segregating progeny
may have affected the ability to detect dominance effects. Nevertheless, the
centromeres of chromosomes 3 and 5, as well as the putative chromosome 3 in-
trogression were significantly associated with plant height showing a potential
role for complementation of deleterious mutations at those three loci.
In the genic and recombining portion of the genome, we observed in total
1056 genes to be significantly associated to plant height variation across all tri-
als, with the most significant ontology enrichment corresponding to anatomical
structure architecture. For the genic hits, we looked first at the overlap between
the association mapping results in inbred lines[18] and landraces. In total 95
and 41 genes overlapped between the FOAM results and the NAM and NCR-
PIS panels respectively. In particular, among the significant loci were ZCN8[24]
and VGT1[40], two QTL implicated in flowering time variation. Furthermore,
we compared the FOAM height and flowering time association results, and a
three-fold enrichment was observed. This is consistent with the observed cor-
relation between both flowering time and plant height across most measured
trials. Although results from the NAM mapping show that genetically flow-
ering time and plant height can be seen as independent traits[18], in diverse
germplasm, like the NCRPIS inbred panel, and the landraces from the FOAM
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panel, both traits may have been co-selected, inducing the genetic correlation.
An additional list of candidate genes assembled consisted of the best hits
in maize of genes involved in 8 hormonal biosynthesis and signal transduction
pathways inArabidopsis[22]. We observed a 64% significant enrichment over the
null expectation when comparing the significant genes from the FOAM GWA
against the candidate gene list of hormone related genes. Some of the signifi-
cant genes include classical maize and Arabidopsis genes displaying mutations
leading to dwarfing phenotypes. In addition, several of the significant genes
are implicated in Arabidopsis in stress response, including drought and freeze
tolerance. Further research could help characterize standing genetic variation
at those loci in maize landraces, as well as the mechanisms underlying their
potential role in stress response.
Among the most significant genes we observed association at several tran-
scription factors, suggesting a role regulation of gene expression underlying
the genetic control of plant height. Furthermore, one of the most significant
genes corresponded to the domestication locus grassy tillers1 (gt1). The gt1
gene affects apical dominance and plant architecture, acting as part of the shade
avoidance response pathway as well as downstream of the domestication locus
teosinte branched1. For gt1, we observed a unique minor allele frequency dis-
tribution, with the height reducing allele being most frequent at landrace native
to high elevation locations; landraces from the Mexican highlands also present
undesirable high levels of tillering[41], suggesting a potential role for natural
standing variation at the gt1 in height and tillering variation in highland lan-
draces, as well as a potential selection scheme to purge high tillering alleles
from highland germplasm.
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We compared the minor allele frequency distributions of all markers, as well
as those significantly associated with plant height and flowering time. Most of
the density for the height associated polymorphisms lies at lowminor allele fre-
quency, just above the minor allele frequency threshold for our genome wide
association. This suggests that many rare alleles are likely affecting this trait,
yet remain uncharacterized by association mapping approaches due to the loss
in statistical power linked to the lack of allelic replication, an observation sim-
ilar to association results in human stature[42]. Furthermore, given the high
levels of heterosis observed for plant height this suggests that natural stand-
ing variation for plant height may be enriched in deleterious mutations, kept
at low frequency under background selection. A significant reduction of effec-
tive population size, like the one experienced in the transition from landraces to
breedingmaterial, may lead the fixation of numerous divergent deleterious mu-
tation affecting plant height across germplasm pools, which has been suggested
would explain the observed heterotic effect in hybrids through complementa-
tion.
In terms of predictive ability, genomic selection displayed very modest pre-
diction accuracies across trials, with increased values observed at higher marker
densities. Trials with abiotic stress displayed the lowest prediction accuracies,
however even using the entire set of segregating markers for trials under stan-
dard agronomic practices, prediction accuracies remained lower than those ob-
served for flowering time. This suggests that for highly polygenic traits, greater
marker densitymay be required in order increase prediction accuracies. In addi-
tion, the experimental design using a hybrid parent leads no dominance effects,
and all non-additive effects remain untested with our current methodology. Al-
ternative experimental designs along with statistical approaches incorporating
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dominance effects could help unveil the role of dominance in plant height, as
well as improve prediction accuracies.
Because of their long recombination history and high diversity, landraces
offer an excellent system to find candidate loci associated with quantitative
traits at high resolution. The significant enrichment with genes implicated in
regulation and anatomical structure lay a foundation to explore the mecha-
nisms underlying the developmental control of plant height. The use of whole
genome sequencing, or targeted sequencing of loci at key pathways affecting
plant height or abiotic stress response could allow the application of genome
editing to test andmanipulate highly polygenic traits like drought response and
plant height, allowing the fast the movement of alleles across populations.
4.5 Methods
Phenotypic evaluation
We used individuals from the maize landrace FOAM population to study the
genetic basis of height variation[20]. Briefly, this population represents the F1
progeny from 4,500 landrace individuals crossed to a limited number of hybrid
parents. The design for crossing and evaluation of maize landraces is nested
within 3 previously defined[43] adaptation classes: lowland tropical (¡1200 me-
ters above sea level and ¡30 N or 40 S). subtropical (between 1200 and 1900
m.a.s.l. and ¡30 N or 40 S), and highland (above 1900 m.a.s.l. and ¡30 N or 40 S).
This nested design allows accurate evaluation of landraces, avoiding confound-
ing with lack of adaptation during field experiments.
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In total 30 trials over 2 years in 13 locations across Mexico were grownusing
an extended row column design[44], with accessions tested only in locations
of matching adaptation. Each trial contained between 292 and 2082 accessions,
with an average of 887. There were between 10-15 plants per row per accession.
For each trial, plant height was measured on 5 plants per row from the base
of the plant (where the stalk comes out of the soil) to the base of the tassel.
Standard agronomic conditions were used for 24 of the trials, and 6 trials were
conducted under abiotic stress conditions (Table 4.8). The stress trials were exact
replicas of other trials conducted under standard agronomic conditions in the
same location and year. The stress trials were 4 trials for which low Nitrogen
fertilizer was used, and 2 trials for which low irrigations was used.
Phenotypic data was analysed using a mixed model to estimate the ge-
netic contribution of the landrace donors for a total of 26,634 breeding values.
The model used was the same as reported for previous analyses on the same
panel[20] and includes fixed effects for checks, tester, and hybrid and a random
effect of accession in a complete nested model. Including in the model the ran-
dom effect of row and column and using an autoregressive model of order 1 in
row and columns controlled experimental noise product of field variation. All
the random effects were considered independent one from each other.
Candidate genes
We obtained the list of high-LD features of the maize genome present in the
maize FOAM landrace panel[20]. This regions represent the centromeres and
pericentromeric regions, as well as features like chromosomal inversions. Be-
cause of extended LD, these regions are not suitable for candidate gene analy-
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ses. Using Ensembl BioMarts[45] we assembled a list of 1035 homologous genes
in the maize genome.
Genome wide association
We performed genome wide association with plant height using the BEA-
GLE4[46] imputed Genotyping-by-Sequencing (GBS) markers generated for the
FOAM landrace parents. Markers were filtered for minor allele frequency
greater than 1%. We used the same model reported for studying flowering
time in the same panel[20], which fits the GWA model in two steps. First, a
model is fit accounting for the main effects of trial, hybrid, population structure
through 10 Multidimensional Scaling weights, and a random effect of related-
ness through a kinship matrix. The second model fits the SNP effect on the
residuals from the first model, with SNP being nested within trial to test for sig-
nificant genotypic effect on any trial. The resulting p-values are filtered with a
threshold of significance of -log10 greater than 9.
Genomic selection
In order to explore the potential for selection using genomewide markers, we
performed genomic prediction for plant height using by running 20 iteration,
each estimating a 5-fold cross validated prediction accuracy using the software
GAPIT[47]. We estimated the prediction accuracy for each trial with models
accounting for population structure in the form of 10 multidimensional scal-
ing weights, and using kinship matrices estimated using either 30000 or 280000
random markers, or all 500000 segregating markers.
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gt1 − grassy tillers1
Figure 4.2: Genotype frequencies of the most significant marker at the













Minor Allele Frequency Distribution
















Figure 4.4: Prediction accuracy for plant height across marker densities
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4.8 Tables
Trial name Year Location State Accessions Heritability Agronomics
m2011BAFNB 2011 Agua Fria Puebla 1871 44.6 Low Nitrogen
m2011BAFNN 2011 Agua Fria Puebla 1870 61.1 Standard
m2011BCH 2011 G Victoria Chiapas 510 33.9 Standard
m2011BCL 2011 Celaya Guanajuato 829 42.9 Standard
m2011BMO 2011 Tarimbaro Michoacan 515 56.7 Standard
m2011BNY 2011 San Pedro Nayarit 592 61.4 Standard
m2011BTLNB 2011 Tlaltizapan Morelos 1217 19.6 Low Nitrogen
m2011BTLNN 2011 Tlaltizapan Morelos 1217 67.9 Standard
m2011BTORN 2011 Torreon Coahuila 1517 37.3 Standard
m2012AAFCA 2012 Agua Fria Puebla 2078 71.1 Standard
m2012AAFTU 2012 Agua Fria Puebla 2082 61.3 Standard
m2012AIGRN 2012 Iguala Guerrero 873 53.9 Standard
m2012AOBES 2012 Obregon Sonora 484 18.7 Standard
m2012AOBRN 2012 Obregon Sonora 484 55.6 Standard
m2012BAFNB 2012 Agua Fria Puebla 726 44.8 Low Nitrogen
m2012BAFNN 2012 Agua Fria Puebla 731 46.1 Standard
m2012BAL 2012 Almoloya Mexico 587 49.4 Standard
m2012BBACA 2012 El Batan Mexico 815 73.7 Standard
m2012BBAEF 2012 El Batan Mexico 959 47.2 Standard
m2012BBANB 2012 El Batan Mexico 816 54.3 Low Nitrogen
m2012BBANN 2012 El Batan Mexico 816 59.0 Standard
m2012BCH 2012 G Victoria Chiapas 680 66.1 Standard
m2012BCL 2012 Celaya Guanajuato 814 83.5 Standard
m2012BEB 2012 Cortazar Guanajuato 669 80.5 Standard
m2012BMO 2012 Numaran Michoacan 292 66.5 Standard
m2012BNY 2012 San Pedro Nayarit 813 22.7 Standard
m2012BOBRN 2012 Obregon Sonora 543 77.6 Standard
m2012BOBRR 2012 Obregon Sonora 543 68.6 Low Irrigation
m2012BTORN 2012 Torreon Coahuila 345 58.9 Standard
m2012BTORR 2012 Torreon Coahuila 346 31.6 Low Irrigation
Table 4.1: Plant height trial information
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kinase 4. Functions at an early stage of
ABA signalling inhibiting primary root






Gibberellin GA1/ GA REQUIRING 1 Catalyzes the conversion of
geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate (GGPP)





















Encodes a functional anthranilate








Encodes a flavin-type blue-light
photoreceptor with ATP binding and
autophosphorylation activity. The
photoreceptor may be involved in
electron transport. Mutant phenotype
displays a blue light-dependent





Auxin PID/ PINOID Encodes a protein serine/threonine
kinase that may act as a positive
regulator of cellular auxin efflux, as a a
binary switch for PIN polarity, and as a
negative regulator of auxin signaling.
Recessive mutants exhibit similar
phenotypes as pin-formed mutants in
flowers and inflorescence but distinct











Encodes a serine-threonine protein
kinase whose expression increases in
response to abscisic acid, cold,









Encodes a MYB-domain protein
involved in specification of the leaf
proximodistal axis. Mutation results in








Encodes a member of the auxin
response factor family. Mediates auxin
response via expression of auxin
regulated genes. Acts redundantly
with ARF8 to control stamen











Encodes a Myc-related bHLH
transcription factor that has
transcriptional activation activity in
the dark. It is a key negative regulator
of phytochrome-mediated seed
germination and acts by inhibiting
chlorophyll biosynthesis,
light-mediated suppression of
hypocotyl elongation and far-red
light-mediated suppression of seed







Abscisic acid MYB4/ MYB DOMAIN
PROTEIN 4
Encodes a R2R3 MYB protein which is
involved in the response to UV-B
2 146049603-
146052033
GRMZM2G162737 Brassinosteroid CPD/ CONSTITUTIVE
PHOTOMORPHOGENIC
DWARF
Encodes a member of the CP90A
family, a cytochrome P450
monooxygenase which converts
6-deoxocathasterone to
6-deoxoteasterone in the late C6
oxidation pathway and cathasterone to
teasterone in the early C6 oxidation
pathway of brassinolide biosynthesis.
Mutants display de-etiolation and
derepression of light-induced genes in
the dark, dwarfism, male sterility and







BRX/ BREVIS RADIX Belongs to five-member BRX gene
family. BRX encodes a key regulator of
cell proliferation and elongation in the
root, which has been implicated in the
brassinosteroid (BR) pathway as well











Mutations have pleiotropic effects on
Arabidopsis flower development,
causing increases in perianth organ
number, decreases in stamen number
and anther formation, and apical-basal
patterning defects in the gynoecium.
The gene encodes a protein with
homology to DNA binding proteins






Abscisic acid HAI2/ HIGHLY
ABA-INDUCED PP2C
GENE 2
Encodes a member of the group A
protein phosphatase 2C (PP2C) family






Encodes a facultative transporter








Encodes a protein containing Leu-rich
repeats and a degenerate F-box motif.
Associates with AtCUL1, AtRbx1, and
the Skp1-like proteins ASK1 and ASK2
to assemble SCF COI1 ubiquitin-ligase
complexes in planta. A single amino
acid substitution in the F-box motif of
COI1 abolishes the formation of the
SCF(COI1) complexes and results in







Encodes a cytochrome P-450 gene that







Gibberellin ERF9/ ERF DOMAIN
PROTEIN 9
Encodes a member of the ERF
(ethylene response factor) subfamily
B-1 of ERF/AP2 transcription factor







Gibberellin GI/ GIGANTEA Together with CONSTANTS (CO) and
FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT),
GIGANTEA promotes flowering under







Abscisic acid WRKY2/ WRKY
DNA-BINDING
PROTEIN 2
Encodes WRKY transcription factor 2,
a zinc-finger protein. In wrky2
mutants, egg cells polarize normally
but zygotes fail to reestablish polar
organelle positioning from a transient
symmetric state, resulting in equal cell









Encodes a member of the auxin
response factor family. ARFs bind to
the cis element 5’-TGTCTC-3’ ARFs
mediate changes in gene expression in
response to auxin. ARF’s form
heterodimers with IAA/AUX genes.
ARF1 enhances mutant phenotypes of
ARF2 and may act with ARF2 to




GRMZM2G318689 Gibberellin EIN4/ ETHYLENE
INSENSITIVE 4









Homologous to the RAF family of
serine/threonine protein kinases.
Negative regulator in the ethylene
signal transduction pathway. Interacts


























Encodes an Arabidopsis response
regulator (ARR) protein that acts in
concert with other type-B ARRs in the
cytokinin signaling pathway. Also
involved in cytokinin-dependent
inhibition of hypocotyl elongation and
cytokinin-dependent greening and










Encodes a MAP kinase induced by
pathogens, ethylene biosynthesis,
oxidative stress and osmotic stress.
Also involved in ovule development
6 37025125-
37027411




Epsin N-terminal homology (ENTH)




GRMZM2G044469 Abscisic acid AAO1/ ALDEHYDE
OXIDASE 1








Encodes a member of the ERF
(ethylene response factor) subfamily
B-3 of ERF/AP2 transcription factor
family. The protein contains one AP2
domain. There are 18 members in this
subfamily including ATERF-1,
ATERF-2, AND ATERF-5. Expression
of ERF96 is induced by pathogens, JA
and ethylene and over expression
leads to increased resistance to












Encodes a member of the DREB
subfamily A-1 of ERF/AP2
transcription factor family (CBF2). The
protein contains one AP2 domain.
There are six members in this
subfamily, including CBF1, CBF2, and
CBF3. This gene is involved in
response to low temperature, abscisic
acid, and circadian rhythm.
Overexpressing this gene leads to
increased freeze tolerance and induces
the expression level of 85 cold-induced
genes and reduces the expression level
of 8 cold-repressed genes, which













Salicylic acid WRKY30/ WRKY
DNA-BINDING
PROTEIN 30








Encodes MAP kinase phosphatase 1
(MKP1). Loss of MKP1 results in
hypersensitivity to acute UV-B stress,














Salicylic acid BZIP45 Basic leucine zipper transcription




GRMZM2G366873 Auxin DFL1/ DWARF IN
LIGHT 1
Encodes an IAA-amido synthase that
conjugates Ala, Asp, Phe, and Trp to
auxin. Lines overexpressing this gene
accumulate IAA-ASP and are
hypersensitive to several auxins.
Identified as a dominant mutation that
displays shorter hypocotyls in light









Encodes a putative adenylate
isopentenyltransferase. It catalyzes the
formation of isopentenyladenosine
5’-monophosphate (iPMP) from AMP
and dimethylallylpyrophosphate
(DMAPP), but it has a lower Km for
ADP and likely works using ADP or










Encodes BIN2, a member of the ATSK
(shaggy-like kinase) family. BIN2
functions in the cross-talk between










GRMZM2G055125 Gibberellin MOB1-like/ MOB1-LIKE Encodes a gene product involved in
both sporogenesis and gametogenesis
and is required for the normal
progression of megasporogenesis and
microsporogenesis. Additional alleles
were isolated in a screen for enhancers
of PID and genetic analysis indicates a







Gibberellin MYB63/ MYB DOMAIN
PROTEIN 63
Member of the R2R3 factor gene family
10 148424594-
148425826
GRMZM2G142802 Gibberellin aluminum induced
protein with YGL and
LRDR motifs
aluminum induced protein with YGL
and LRDR motifs
Table 4.2: Plant height genes orthologous to genes an-
notated in Arabidopsis hormonal pathways. Annota-
tions from Arabidopsis were obtained from The Ara-
bidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) database
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Chr start Name Arabidopsis gene Arabidopsis Annotation
1 23241091 GRMZM2G005624 gt1
grassy tillers1





myb domain protein 119
2 12351628 GRMZM2G125728 AT5G11710.1 ENTH/VHS family pro-
tein
2 12437551 GRMZM2G313020 AT1G65810.1 P-loop containing nucleo-
side triphosphate hydro-
lases superfamily protein
2 21007540 AC212835.3 FG007 AT4G17100.1 CONTAINS InterPro DO-
MAIN/s: Endoribonu-
clease XendoU
2 21273857 GRMZM2G020701 AT2G19170.1 (SLP3) subtilisin-like ser-
ine protease 3
2 142624877 GRMZM2G144662 AT3G05330.1 (ATN, ATTAN) cyclin
family



















8 85120975 GRMZM2G449496 AT3G46780.1 (PTAC16) plastid tran-
scriptionally active 16
8 85144906 GRMZM2G132633 AT1G07480.1 Transcription factor IIA
alpha/beta subunit
8 85306614 GRMZM2G044997 AT3G20420.1 (ATRTL2, RTL2) RNAse
THREE-like protein 2
8 85398753 GRMZM2G060142 AT1G79890.1 RAD3-like DNA-binding
helicase protein
8 86063170 GRMZM2G037012 AT3G06840.1 unknown protein
8 120149428 GRMZM2G036980 N/A N/A




ing protein that regulates
lateral axis-dependent
development
8 132372125 GRMZM2G353250 N/A N/A








Table 4.3: Plant height top genes
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4.9 Supplemental material















Figure 4.5: Distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients estimated be-
tween female flowering time and plant height across trials
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Figure 4.6: Quantile-quantile plot showing the distribution of -log10 p-
values
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GO term Description p-value FDR
GO:0048856 Anatomical structure development 1.40E-06 0.003
GO:0009889 Regulation of biosynthetic process 7.10E-06 0.0034
GO:0009653 Anatomical structure morphogenesis 8.80E-06 0.0034
GO:0045449 Regulation of transcription 2.00E-05 0.0034
GO:0007275 Multicellular organismal development 1.10E-05 0.0034
GO:0019219 Regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and
nucleic acid metabolic process
1.60E-05 0.0034
GO:0019222 Regulation of metabolic process 1.90E-05 0.0034
GO:0006355 Regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 1.90E-05 0.0034
GO:0032502 Developmental process 5.40E-06 0.0034
GO:0032501 Multicellular organismal process 1.00E-05 0.0034
GO:0051171 Regulation of nitrogen compound metabolic process 7.50E-06 0.0034
GO:0080090 Regulation of primary metabolic process 1.50E-05 0.0034
GO:0031326 Regulation of cellular biosynthetic process 1.90E-05 0.0034
GO:0051252 Regulation of RNA metabolic process 2.40E-05 0.0038
GO:0010556 Regulation of macromolecule biosynthetic process 2.70E-05 0.004
GO:0031323 Regulation of cellular metabolic process 3.70E-05 0.005
GO:0010468 Regulation of gene expression 4.00E-05 0.0052
GO:0060255 Regulation of macromolecule metabolic process 5.30E-05 0.0065
GO:0050789 Regulation of biological process 9.30E-05 0.011
GO:0048731 System development 0.00013 0.013
GO:0048869 Cellular developmental process 0.00013 0.013
GO:0048513 Organ development 0.00013 0.013
GO:0006350 Transcription 0.00016 0.014
GO:0006351 Transcription, DNA-dependent” 0.00016 0.014
GO:0065007 Biological regulation 0.00016 0.014
GO:0032774 RNA biosynthetic process 0.00018 0.015
GO:0050794 Regulation of cellular process 0.00022 0.018
GO:0032989 Cellular component morphogenesis 0.00039 0.03
GO:0022414 Reproductive process 0.00043 0.033
GO:0051239 Regulation of multicellular organismal process 0.00058 0.043
GO:0048646 Anatomical structure formation involved in morpho-
genesis
0.0006 0.043
GO:0000003 Reproduction 0.00069 0.048
GO:0003677 DNA binding 1.30E-05 0.0044
GO:0003682 Chromatin binding 8.50E-06 0.0044
GO:0030528 Transcription regulator activity 3.10E-05 0.0068
GO:0005488 Binding 9.40E-05 0.014
GO:0003700 Transcription factor activity 0.00011 0.014
GO:0004674 Protein serine/threonine kinase activity 0.0002 0.022
GO:0009508 Plastid chromosome 0.00015 0.03
GO:0000229 Cytoplasmic chromosome 0.00015 0.03
Table 4.4: Gene ontology enrichment results for the genes significantly as-
sociated with plant height in the maize FOAM landrace popula-
tion
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Chr Position Maize gene ID
1 172903811 -172907768 GRMZM5G852177
1 188114875 -188119970 GRMZM5G822593
1 202307514 -202313358 GRMZM2G491632
1 229897624 -229901197 GRMZM2G380650
1 84293878 -84299488 GRMZM2G040743
1 158473923 -158476588 GRMZM5G832908
1 170847950 -170852831 GRMZM2G052650
1 182100190 -182102156 GRMZM2G023591
1 206424076 -206426049 GRMZM2G454482
1 206794909 -206795232 AC185611:3FG001
1 242140660 -242149635 GRMZM2G080462
1 244157841 -244159371 GRMZM2G320085
1 278605043 -278608272 GRMZM2G008072
2 12437551 -12451202 GRMZM2G313020
2 43339685 -43346040 GRMZM2G092107
2 87656247 -87657889 GRMZM2G154558
2 83267690 -83272352 GRMZM2G177575
2 118510311 -118512280 GRMZM2G034389
2 193501445 -193507266 GRMZM2G150503
2 196379519 -196383942 GRMZM2G151122
2 211280865 -211290331 GRMZM2G098859
2 26881250 -26885980 GRMZM2G062179
2 42525275 -42526930 GRMZM2G092621
2 144800491 -144803866 GRMZM2G092581
2 189936772 -189937946 GRMZM2G003947
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2 205638604 -205642269 GRMZM2G073197
3 3994128 -3996072 GRMZM2G031432
3 4339914 -4345546 GRMZM2G045330
3 21563010 -21565627 GRMZM2G309897
3 159677432 -159679345 GRMZM2G030038
3 218893373 -218896627 GRMZM2G045318
3 4344526 -4345251 GRMZM2G346457
3 5786252 -5789252 GRMZM2G068352
3 22737686 -22738486 GRMZM2G360023
4 10900952 -10901590 AC198403:3FG001
4 185866758 -185871668 GRMZM2G071288
4 230556470 -230569470 GRMZM2G038195
4 231896959 -231904271 GRMZM2G116079
4 179623979 -179624754 GRMZM2G374575
4 233800183 -233811237 GRMZM2G063909
5 187808501 -187809804 GRMZM2G159904
5 188652647 -188657031 GRMZM2G139837
5 198788740 -198790973 GRMZM2G004480
5 205783382 -205786772 GRMZM2G378665
5 75293187 -75312788 GRMZM2G009546
5 80715081 -80720509 GRMZM2G147800
5 193538315 -193539997 GRMZM2G165601
5 199721983 -199724840 GRMZM2G076313
6 98622638 -98628187 GRMZM2G074438
6 138182751 -138190937 GRMZM2G325804
6 141907720 -141909845 GRMZM2G088669
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6 152177133 -152180071 GRMZM2G066448
6 163868874 -163870703 AC195860:3FG006
6 91640314 -91641972 GRMZM2G128560
7 31086409 -31087079 GRMZM2G000221
7 133369333 -133372849 GRMZM2G103783
7 135573278 -135584080 GRMZM2G130959
7 136261560 -136272782 GRMZM2G097059
7 146491263 -146498155 GRMZM2G032003
7 161658285 -161664104 GRMZM5G813007
7 7414204 -7416229 GRMZM2G044498
7 72242504 -72287055 GRMZM2G013794
7 135508099 -135516934 GRMZM2G059225
8 21866130 -21869045 GRMZM2G333454
8 21877273 -21878956 GRMZM5G871018
8 111287695 -111290414 GRMZM2G333079
8 133178452 -133180059 GRMZM2G005552
8 164558359 -164563720 GRMZM2G117405
8 21874081 -21876830 GRMZM2G033283
8 22678378 -22682240 AC187157:4FG002
8 124587539 -124589539 GRMZM2G071339
9 62247440 -62248096 GRMZM2G087350
9 115378515 -115380676 GRMZM2G069807
9 135853975 -135856576 GRMZM2G031637
9 139187765 -139188857 GRMZM2G305046
9 141434879 -141438278 GRMZM2G043854
9 151819897 -151823502 GRMZM2G010490
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9 24485726 -24487699 GRMZM2G000932
9 62257531 -62258248 GRMZM2G401997
9 62257357 -62261260 GRMZM2G102322
9 99670405 -99672262 GRMZM2G468439
9 102912593 -102928246 GRMZM2G373578
9 139195465 -139196413 GRMZM5G825759
9 139191908 -139193008 GRMZM2G305027
9 147958762 -147965556 GRMZM5G895554
10 25556763 -25566637 GRMZM2G054393
10 87133277 -87135674 GRMZM2G109062
10 147134529 -147139119 GRMZM2G124502
10 147140446 -147143263 GRMZM2G124495
10 147147635 -147151283 GRMZM2G124476
10 148419923 -148423736 GRMZM2G142757
10 54465302 -54466708 GRMZM2G092363
10 66168601 -66179083 GRMZM2G070575
10 112937715 -112938912 GRMZM2G368047
10 141945134 -141951125 GRMZM2G031529
Table 4.5: Overlapping genes significantly associated
with plant height in themaize FOAM andNAMpanels
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Table 4.6: Overlapping genes significantly associated with plant height in




Crop landraces harbor a significant amount of useful alleles, yet they remain
untapped because of the significant linkage drag associating each good allele to
hundreds of undesirable alleles. In maize, efforts like the Latin American Maize
project (LAMP)1 highlighted the great diversity present in landraces. LAMP
also showed that characterization of genetic resources present in germplasm
banks is time and resource intensive, with adaptive patterns in maize landraces
adding a layer of complexity, making accurate evaluation and transfer of alle-
les challenging. In addition, the lack of cost-effective marker technologies at
the time limited the identification of genes underlying adaptive versus target
traits, limiting the subsequent efficient use of beneficial alleles. Recently, the
availability of genotyping technologies has enabled the use of association map-
ping for rapid identification and selection for increased carotenoid content in
maize2. Although a significant milestone, the diversity surveyed in this and
similar projects has been limited to improved inbred lines, and deployment has
been generally achieved for traits with low complexity. Here we suggest new
approaches for identifying useful alleles in landraces with potential application
to several traits in maize and other species.
We characterized a panel of 4,500 individuals, each representative of one ac-
cession (population) from CIMMYT’s maize gene bank. Together, these individ-
uals represent a comprehensive panel of landraces encompassing the diversity
from 35 countries in Latin America, which are grouped into 3 adaptation classes
according to altitude. We genotyped those individuals for close to one million
markers, representing the largest characterization effort in maize landraces to
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date. For this panel, we explored linkage disequilibrium, population differenti-
ation, and significance of known introgressed regions in maize.
Over the past several decades, cytological work has shown the presence of
large structural variation in the form of chromosomal inversions segregating
across maize populations3. Furthermore, recent work in inbred lines4 shows
that the recombination landscape of the maize genome is very complex, with
higher recombination frequency in genic regions, and lower near centromeres.
In addition, recent analyses show the important role of introgressions from
teosinte into maize, in particular the important genetic contribution of Zea
mays ssp mexicana and its effect on maize highland adaptation5. In contrast to
such inter-species gene flow, important adaptive barriers limit gene flowwithin
maize populations, as evidenced by the altitude-driven adaptation patterns ob-
served in landraces1. We estimated an LD-like statistic using the non-phased
SNP markers and we observed that 128 Mb of the maize genome display high
LD. We observed a pattern consistent with lower recombination in the peri-
centromeric regions, with half a dozen high-LD regions in the chromosome
arms. We also estimated the population differentiation index FST among the
three adaptation classes, and observed that 90% of the genome remains with
very low differentiation (FST=0.058). By comparing the regions with high-LD,
high-FST and the 118 Mb reported as introgressions5 we observed a significant
overlap: 26.9% of the high FST regions are contained within a region reported
as introgression from Zea mays ssp. mexicana; 99 Mb being introgressions with
significantly increased in LD. The overlap between the Zea mays ssp. mexicana
introgressions corresponds to the centromeres 1,5,6, and 10, as well as the chro-
mosomal inversion INV4, 2 regions on chromosome 9, and 1 on chromosome
2. Together, these results show that the segregation of alleles in landraces is
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tied to genome structure. Adaptive structural introgressions increase LD in re-
gions that would otherwise experience high recombination. Furthermore cen-
tromeres, which generally show low recombination, also show evidence of in-
trogressions in 4 out of the 10 maize chromosomes, displaying also significant
differentiation across adaptation classes. This genomewide increased LD in lan-
draces suggests that even with a very large effective population size, several
regions of the maize genome experience inefficient selection against deleterious
mutations, and at least one introgressed high-LD centromere has been reported
previously with effect on heterosis6. The mosaicism of the maize genome, com-
bining the remnants of the ancient polyploidy event, the modern segregation
of adaptive structural variants, and the inefficient recombination around all
the centromeres, shows the potential for technologies relying on faster and
more precise transfer of useful alleles across populations of maize, and pos-
sibly teosintes, to significantly speed improvement efforts, as well as purging
genetic load. This will probably be achieved as a combination of genomic se-
lection aided by genome editing, with association results providing the allelic
hypotheses.
In addition to genome-level analyses, we implemented a novel population
design using the landrace individuals to directly dissect the genetic basis of
complex traits, called F-One Association Mapping population. This design con-
sists of crossing each individual with one hybrid of matching adaptation, there-
fore capturing 2 gametes per population. Evaluation is then performed on F1
progeny for specific traits, and phenotypic values are used for genome wide
association. Using this design, we explored the genetic architecture of flower-
ing time, plant height, and ear rot infection. For flowering time, we showed
significant overlap at candidate genes, as well as a significant contribution of
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large structural variation affecting flowering time in maize, including the adap-
tive inversion introgression INV4. Around 880 genes are involved in male or
female flowering time, with an overlap of 72% across both traits. We showed
that genomic prediction accuracy using the most significant markers 880 SNPs
is equivalent to that of 30,000 markers, showing the potential for using the as-
sociation results directly in breeding efforts. For plant height, we showed sig-
nificance at one key domestication gene, grassy tillers1, which modifies plant
architecture and apical dominance. In addition, we showed a significant enrich-
ment at genes involved in regulation of biological processes, as well as several
regions containing homologs known to be involved in the regulation of hor-
monal pathways in Arabidopsis. In contrast to flowering time, prediction accu-
racies for plant height remained low even when using all segregating markers.
When comparing the minor allele frequencies of both traits, we observed a sig-
nificant enrichment at low frequency polymorphisms, with height having the
most pronounced effect.
Our FOAM approach has several advantages over other population designs.
In contrast to mapping populations including biparental and Nested Associa-
tion Mapping, it allows the sampling of diversity from thousands of popula-
tions, and it does not require the generation of higher filial generations after
the F1, therefore speeding the process from sampling to association to deploy-
ment. Furthermore, unlike per se association mapping on landrace individu-
als, the replication of alleles across progeny and trials increases our ability to
estimate the genetic effect of the parental landrace gametes. However, the nest-
ing within adaptation necessary for accurate evaluation also limits evaluation
of target traits outside the adaptive class of the landrace, and the lack of bal-
anced replication across trials does not allow for accurate estimation of geno-
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type by environment interaction effects. Furthermore, important trade-offs be-
tween FOAM and structured populations include decreased statistical power at
minor allele frequencies less that 1%, with alleles probably affecting height on
that fraction of the frequency spectrum. In addition, our current design does not
allow the estimation dominance effects. Using inbred lines instead of hybrids
as parental lines for the F1 progeny could help tackle this in the future, as long
as sufficient progeny can be derived from those types of crosses, and balanced
replication could help estimate genotype by environment interaction effects.
We also implemented a complementary approach to map genes likely in-
volved in adaptation to abiotic stress. By utilizing the passport information on
the landrace accessions, we are able to use the sampling location to infer climate
and soil characteristics for the original populations. Those populations, having
evolved in those environmental conditions through several generations, are en-
riched in alleles beneficial to growing under a variety of stresses. By performing
association between genetic variation and environmental covariates, we are able
to identify several regions of the genome associated to adaptation to differences
in 10 climatic and 2 soil related traits. We showed that some traits have a signif-
icant contribution from introgression. In addition, we observed that the minor
allele frequency of the alleles associated with environmental adaptation is high.
Although high resolution was achieved, higher marker density will be neces-
sary to identify the causal polymorphisms. Future work could include the cat-
aloging of the alleles already present in various improved lines, as well as the
movement of the untapped alleles from landraces into breeder’s germplasm.
This could help both validate their effect, study the physiological basis for the
various adaptations and also could lead to programs matching adaptive alleles
with changes in climatic conditions.
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The major goals of breeding efforts are to guarantee sufficient and nutritious
food supply. In face of climate change, the development of new varieties must
also incorporate the ability to withstand the effects of extreme weather events,
which are likely to increase in the next century. Characterizing and deploying
the useful alleles from traditional varieties and wild species of domesticated
animal and plant species will become a key tool for developing the varieties of
the future. This can be achieved through a combination of new experimental
designs, high density genotyping, high throughput phenotyping, and genome
editing technologies.
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APPENDIX A
EXPLORING THE POTENTIAL FOR FINDING SOURCES OF
RESISTANCE TO FUSARIUM EAR ROT AMONGMAIZE LANDRACES
Ear rot is a group of severe and common diseases affecting maize, produced
by several fungi species associated, which in turn produce mycotoxins that are
toxic upon animal or human consumption1. From a breeding perspective, dis-
ease resistance has yet to be achieved through improvement. An important
source for disease resistance in general are landraces, however strategies for
evaluation and identification of markers associated with resistance on large
numbers of accessions are necessary. Here we describe an effort to identify re-
sistance alleles through evaluation of the maize landrace FOAM population.
In total 2 trials were conducted in 2012, and inoculation was performed
with 2 different Fusarium species, Fusarium monilioiswa and Fusarium ver-
ticillioides. Inoculation is conducted 5-7 days after emergence of female flowers
(silking) on the primary ear. A spore concentration of 5 x 106 spores/ml was
prepared just before inoculation by diluting a concentrated fungal spore stock
solution in distilled water. Inoculum was delivered using a plank with a nail
inserted into it, and a swab. Inoculation is done by dipping the inoculating
apparatus into the spore suspension to soak the foam rubber with spore solu-
tion, and then punching a hole into the middle of the ear, thereby depositing
inoculum into the wounds. After inoculation, treated ears are marked with
permanent marker pen or color in the outer surface of ears to identify inocu-
lated ears during harvest. Harvest of inoculated ears per plot is done man-
ually at physiological maturity. A visual score from levels 1-7 was used and
0For this appendix, my contribution encompassed the data analyses using the genotypic
data, the genome wide association model and subsequent gene level analyses
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percentage of infection was estimated using following formula: %In f ection =
[(1nx0) + (nx10) + (nx25) + (nx50) = (nx75) + (nx100)]=totalnumbero f ears)], where
n is the total number of ears in each grade. Breeding values were estimated us-
ing the percentage Infection (Figure A.1). For Fusarium monilioiswa, there was
no phenotypic variance, therefore only breeding values for Fusarium verticil-
lioides were used as response variables for a Genome Wide Association. GWA
was performed using a generalized linear model with a main effect for flow-
ering date and 10 multidimensional scaling weights to account for population
structure. There was one SNP with significant association after accounting for
multiple testing (Figure A.2), and corresponded to the gene GRMZM2G086088,
whose Arabidopsis homolog is annotated as a (UBC9) ubiquitin conjugating en-
zyme 9, which participates in protein sumoylation, a type of protein regulatory
modification that has been implicated in several processes including defense
response2.
Landraces are an important source of beneficial alleles. Genome wide as-
sociation has been used to identify alleles relevant for breeding objectives, and
guide their use through marker assisted selection for example for biofortifica-
tion of maize3. We performed genome wide association for percentage infection
of Fusarium verticillioides on inoculated maize landrace trials. We detected sig-
nificant association with one gene on chromosome 8, GRMZM2G086088. Fur-
ther workwill help establish the nature of the association, and if proteins related
to the sumoylation pathway can help increase resistance to pathogens.
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A.2 Figures
Figure A.1: Distribution of percentage infection for Fusarium inoculated
trials
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INTEGRATION OF CONTROLLED POPULATIONS AND ASSOCIATION
MAPPING TO SCORE CYTOLOGICAL FEATURES IN THEMAIZE
GENOME
Understanding the mechanisms of normal and atypical inheritance is funda-
mental for the study of genetics. Meiotic drive is an irregular type self-promoted
segregation of specific alleles during meiosis, and has emerged on several
species independently, including Drosophila species1, mouse2, andmaize3, with
each case using a different molecular mechanism. Inmaize, drive acts during fe-
male meiosis and is relevant for all chromosomes at regions of heterochromatic
repeats called chromosomal knobs. Knobs are large heterochromatic segments
composed and defined by their constituting repeats: 180-bp, TR-1 or compos-
ite. Knobs display presence/absence variation, as well as size variation, and
are found in all maize chromosomes. The relevant feature for the drive system,
named Abnormal 10 (Ab10), is a variant of chromosome 10 characterized by
having the largest known chromosomal knob, as well as the genes responsible
for the drive effect4. This system has had a significant effect on the current knob
composition in the maize genome5. Currently, the only experimental strategy
to determine the allele for Ab10 carried by an individual is to perform cyto-
logical identification. Here, we describe a potential method to score the Ab10
allele from individuals using genotyping by sequencing markers. By looking
at the segregation in mapping populations, relevant markers were identified
and used to infer the corresponding haplotype on unrelated individuals. By
using the Ab10 haplotype, we identify a putative region that displays associa-
tion consistent with current meiotic drive coupled to Ab10 segregation in maize
0For this appendix, my contribution encompassed the association studies
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landraces.
In order to find the relevant SNPs to score Ab10, we used a panel of 91 self
crossed individuals segregating for both Ab10-I and Ab10-II in a W23 back-
ground which was scored for R, a gene 1 cM away from Ab10 with r being
linked with N10. We performed a genome wide association for the R state us-
ing a Generalized Linear Model with 1 Principal Components with the software
TASSEL and found a few SNPs associated with R on chromosome 10 (Figure
B.1). We looked at one megabase around the most significant SNP from the as-
sociation to infer Ab10 clusters based on r status. Because of its effect increasing
linkage disequilibrium (LD), we are able to infer haplotypes using multidimen-
sional scaling. There were 4 samples that did not cluster according to the R
status using this method: 5AB10IIr, 16AB10IR, 9*AB10IIR, 17*AB10IR. (Figure
B.2) Because R is 1 cM from the beginning of the non-recombining haplotype
region, and given these were self pollinated individuals and recombination is
happening in both male and female, those samples are consistent with the 4 ex-
pected recombinants. We used the haplotype clustering to infer in the landraces
the window of the genome with clustering consistent with same region (Figure
B.3). We then used the corresponding Ab10 clusters as response variables in a
genome wide scan accounting for population structure, and identified several
regions in the genome with significant association with Ab10. In particular, a
region on chromosome 4 was highly significant across a large region, consistent
with meiotic drive of markers linked with a chromosomal knob (Figure B.5).
Recent studies point at the presence of Ab10 across Zea species, with a
unique allele in low frequency in maize, compared to at least 2 more alleles
segregating at higher frequency in teosintes6. Identifying the segregation of
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Ab10 however remains limited by the time and resource intensive process of
karyotypic characterization. We showed that by using publicly available high
density genotypic data from maize landraces it is possible to predict the segre-
gation of the Ab10 allele in those samples. We observed a segregation in low
frequency across the Americas, consistent with previous observations (Figure
B.4). In particular, by using the scored segregation of the Ab10 allele, we find
a region on chromosome 4 with significant association with chromosome 10 al-
lele, consistent with the region on chromosome 4 showing the signature drive
around a chromosomal knob in the presence of Ab10. A few regions of the
genome show a similar pattern, therefore it would be necessary to validate the
observation with additional experiments. This work however shows that incor-
porating information from unrelated mapping populations can help unveil the
presence of otherwise unscored genomic features in high-density genotyped in-
dividuals. Incorporating newly available genomic resources, for example long
read sequencing data, will allow to better score Ab10 and other cytological fea-
tures, which in turn will allow deeper understanding of the evolutionary and
phenotypic consequences of such variants in maize and other species.
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B.2 Figures
Figure B.1: Local Manhattan plot for chromosome 10 using r scored value
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Figure B.2: Multidimensional Scaling around top hit for scored r value
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Figure B.3: Multidimensional Scaling around top hit for r in the FOAM
landrace parents
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Figure B.4: Sampling location from Ab10 carrying landrace accessions
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Figure B.5: Local Manhattan plot on chromosome 4 displaying putative
knob positions
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